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Press Openly
Tries to Force War Against
United States.
Pro-Germ-
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New Disorders Expected in
Revolution Torn
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Men From

Map of Mexico showing the
sections in which the five riders
rule. They ure, left to right, Kslo-bu- n
Cnniu, Pnnclm Villa, Vrnus-tlan- o
l'ni'ranu, Kmllinno Zupniu.
und Salvador
whoso
Alvarado,
HssasN'nutioii
has been ropor.ed
but not, coiil'li-incd-

ago, is becoming more frequent.

anti-grin-

NEW DRAFT

told.

the lemainder of the front in
Flanders and Pieurdy artillery duels
and small operations continue on iso-

AGE

On

BE RAISED

lated sectors.
MAY
The French south of La Clitte have
penetrated German advanced positions and taken prisonem, and the
east of Amiens, have
Australians,
again pinched in and taken over portions of the German line.
The artillery activity has been particularly heavy on both banks of the
Avrc, southwest of .Amiens, and on Gen, Crowder Discusses Posthe sector In Picardy held by tAo
Americans.
sibility With House Military
On the Toul sector the Americans,
for the first time, have opened against
Committee;.
ihe Germans with their heavy artilBill Is to Come, Up .Today,
.
lery.
On the other battle fronts the operations continue of a minor character.
1ST MONNIN JOUftllAL tPICIAL LIAtID WIRK1
In Mesopotamia the British have
Washington,. May 8, Legislation
advanced their line to. within eighty
miles of Mosul, capturing the town of raising the draft age to 40 years was
few
Kerkuk, which the Turks evacuated discursed as a'possibility within a Promonths at a meeting to day of
without, giving battle.
vost Marshal General Crowder and the
house miliary committee. (Although
COLLIDE IN MID-AI- R,
General' Crowder made no specific rec- "
ONE AVIATOR KILLED ommen.Vitions. members of the committee said afterwards that the war
arKIAL UMO WISH
(Vpartment was considering a plan
ft KOONIN N.JOURNAL
Amer8.
One
Y., May
Mineolu,
for changes.
ican army aviator cadet was killed
An appropriation of $15,762,000 was
a
In
were,
others
and three
injured
asked by General Crowder
for ex'
above
between
collision
airplanes
penses of the draft for the next fiscal
afterthis
Central park, Long Island,
year. Registration of. men reaching
noon, t The student who was killed the age of 81 will
require the examinMiss.
of
was John B. Erwln,
Muldrow,
of half a million more
he
said,
ation,
Jer-mLv
The Injured cadets are Ralph
men
i.riglnaliy provided for.
of Wilkesbarre, Pa., and Julian Class than the
one,
general said, now has
R. Vldner of Washington, D. C.
a 'total of about
265, 00 t, men
of
' Saminlo Downs Seven Huns.
which two million are effectives.
.
Chairman Dent of the committee,
Sergeant
May 8.
Washington,
Frank L. Bayllss of New Bedford. announced today that he would' ask
Mass., an American flier In France, the. house to eliminate front the draft
has brought down seven Grman airr legislation poncing an amendment
In
planes within the last two months.'
giving states credit for volunteers.
a letter to Mr. Dent," President Wil, Want Death Benefit.
son today, came out In opposition to
Santa' Fe, May 8. Juantta R. Galle-gocredit plan and asked that the
has filed suit In the district the
measure' be passed as approved by
court against the Woodmen of the
,
.,,,
World, claiming $1,000 death benefits the war department,
The conference report on the bill
on the death of her husband; Isidro
' :;
for registration of youths becoming
,
Gallegos.
21 will be called up In the house to- morrow with prospects of a lively
over the proposal to exempt min
THE WEATHER,
isters from the law.
FORECAST.
"
N, M, BOOTLEGGERS
Denver, Colo., May 8. For New
!
GET YEAR SENTENCE
showers
Mcxicp: .Partly cloudy-wit;
north portion Thursday 'night or.Frl-daY MOftNIN
JOUNNAl SPICIAl LlAttO H,reV
cooler Thursday. ,
'v
'
Tucson, Ariz., May 8. Harry. .Borden and D. C. Wright;- - wholesale
liquor dealers of Rodeo,, N. M., who
4
A summary of local weather con- were convicted of conspiracy to transhours port liquor from Rodeo to" Douglas,
ditions for"; the .twenty-fou- r
ended at
p. nil yesterday follows: Ariz., were sentenced to a year and a
Maximum, temperature, 81. degrees; day each at Port Leavenworth orison
minimum, 51; range, 30; temperature by United States Judge Sawtelie toat i p. m., 7;"west wind; clear; r' day. Each was fined $1,000, .
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BROWNING
AGAIN

BEING

man propaganda that is supporting a
new constitution for Mexico, under
which rental taxes would virtually
confiscate American ell and mineral
properties in Mexico.
New Constitution.
This new constitution has the backing Yenusiiano Carran.u, us well ns
of Germany.
Carrunza, de facto president of
Mexico, is one of five men who actually rule different sections of the
He is not ordinarily regarded as
purposely
Pancho Villa. American-hatin- g
ban-dleader, rules large sections of
northern Mexico. He Is the. bandit
whose attack on Columbus, New Mexico, caused General Pershing's expedition into Mexico in 1916. His outbreaks are believed to be financed
mostly by German gold.
Kmlliuno Zapata rules several states
In southern Mexico, at the
very gates
or Mexico City,
His Is a, "worker's
in
which money has been
republic,"

and everybody works two
hours a day. When Zapata's people
run short of anything they need, Zapata attacks soino neighboring state
and takes what he wants. If it cannot be obtained this way, he buys it
with state funds In Guatemala.
aholished,

MOKN1N

JOUHNAL IMCIAL

tH

WIM1

.

Cunt u lla-- (.'ovcinnu lit.
Salvudor Alarnd'O organized a socialist government In Yucatan, east
ernmost part of Mexico, and ruled mat
section with little bossing from Mexico City. Alvarado has been reported
assassinated. But this report has never been confiinied, and many think
he is just us much alive ns Villa.
Esteban Cantu, who Is friendly to
Americans,
government
of his own--iLower California, west-moMexico. These' outlying slate
governments arc cut off from Mexico
d
City by' the
regions
.where Villa- and Zapata reign.
Carranza has the largest territory
under his sway, but his rule Is the
weakest of the five.
The state of Tamaullpas, containing
tho oil fields that supply much of the
allied navies, are In .Carranza's terrl- i
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INCREASE IN PAY
RECOMMENDED FOR
RAILROAD EMPLOYES

."

Sullly-Le-Se-

Wage Commission Finds That All Workmen Whose Monthly
Pay in December, 1915. Was Less Than $250 a Month
Should Be Beneficiaries; Recommendations, if Approved
by Mr. McAdoo, Would Give the Men $100,000,000 in
Back Wages.

hard-hittin-

.

(By Morning Journal
Washington, May 8. All railroad
employes whose monthly pay In December, 1915, was less than $250 a
month, have been recommended for
wage increases by the railroad wage
commission.
The recommendations, if adopted by
Director McAdoo, would, give the
workers $100,000,000 In back pay to
January 1, and would add $288,012,-71-In- 8
to the payroll as of 1917, a net
;
crease of 15.021 per cent.
Wage advances proposed, however,
do not represent ndt increases over.
existing pay, but are based on the
month of' December, 1915, in. other
words any increases which may have
been allowed by Individual roads since
that time must be deducted. In some
cases deductions will almost If not
sugaltogether, cover the Increases
gested,, according to the report.
The roads themselves during 1916
amount
and 1917 increased wages-aequivalent to $350,000,000 If applied
to the present number of their
'

n

'

'

,

"As to those who have received such
Increases," the report' says, "we advise no other course than that the
scale be adhered to, for It has its
foundation in principle and not in the
compelling fote of unusual competition
In no event, however, should
there be any reduction Inrwages from
those now obtaining.
j
"The railroads
must, " however,
maintain their complement of workers, and If, by meeting fairly, as here,
the needs of the time, this end can not
be secured, there must be allowed play
for 'other forces than those we have
' ,
,
recognised." n
Vlat increases of $20 ore proposed
for alt employes except apprentices
receiving $48 or lessand all others up
to $239 would get advances ranging
from 43. per cent downwa3 to 4.6 per
cent, the smallest Increases going to
those with the highest tarres. Above
$239 flat, Increases would be given
of the recommend
only
,

three-fourt-

WINTER

Special Leased Wire)
ed Increases, und those below 18 years
one-hal-

f.

Wage Runs With the Plow.
In the application of the scale, the
wage runs with the place so that men
who have tioen promoted since December, 1915,, shall receive increases
applicable to the new place ind not to
their wages In that month. 'Men discharged since January 1 shall receive
their share of the retroactive pay for
the time they worked,
Mr.. McAdoo is studying the report,
which was m.'ulo public tonight, and
Will decide what Increases shall be
allowed, probably within ten days. It
Ih considered certain that he will not
adopt In full the commission's recommendations, but will make readjustments which he believes to be necessitated hy (Jie Intricacies of union
wage scales mid other wage factors.
The commission based Its recommendations on the monthly pay of the
men, inasmuch as the advances were
recommended to' equalize Wages and
the growing cost of living, but the
rates of increase were arranged for
all classes of employes, whether paid
by the month, day, hour or number of
miles.
An important feature of the report
was the recommendation that where
the same service Is rendered the pay
shall be the same without discrimina'
.
'.
tion as to sex or race.
Overtirne pay and' hours of service
should not be disturbed during the
war, the commission reported, in suggesting that an exhaustive study be
made of both subjocts with a view to
changes to eliminate, dissatisfaction
and improve the service. It was recorded, however, that a "standard day
of reasonably limited length is as
much a part of the measure of Justice
with the workingman, as is his rate of
wage."

($288,-000,00-

'

,

s
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Permanent Tribunals.
Permanent tribunals to continue the
study of railroad labor problems and
to adjust many. grievances presented
to the commission, but which It was
unable to take up,- - were proposed.
With the comment ; that its Inquiry
showed substantial readjustment of
,
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Will Not Commit
Himself as to Whether Any
ave Been ShioDed Over- seas for Use of Our Men.

oii

lir
jou.nai incKt Lifo wihi
Washington, May 8. More than
half a million American soldiers have
been sent to France.
tory, but are kept in disorder by conSecretary Raker today authorized
stant bandit rjilds, und army lawlessthe statement that his forecast to
ness which Carrunza cannot control.
congress In January
that 500,000
Germans keep this disorder going, for
troops would be dispatched to France
reportt lie rear of Montse-eIn
targets
it interferes.
ed that they were reai'y to open fire early in the present yejr now had
Are Deprived of Arms.
Hut for reasons been surpassed.
Americans anil Britons in the oil a couple of days ago.
were not fired
Mr. Baker dictated the following
fields have been deprived of arms and net disclosed the guns
until
today.
statement:
ure nulle defenseless.
About forty big shells wero sent
Battles between Carranza troops
"In January I told the senate
t ...
n. .V... I,..,..-.I!m.ttmn
...........
committee that there was strong
and disaffected rebels arjl frequent. Over iMolUHer hi win iiwhj
captured
composed
batteries
likelihood that early In the presVilla is operating a little further
from the Russians which had been
ent year 500,000 American troops
west, not far from the borflor.
m
some'
would be dispatched to France.
nine,
Thirty old men .women and children Itring
I can not either now or perhaps
battery positions.
were killed by Villistas a few days
later discuss the number of
ago nt Santa Cruz de Ronales, only SK.NS OK COMINi; IH'X
American troops In France; but
forty miles from Chihuahua City. '
MCLTIPLYIXG
ATTACK
I am gJad to be able to say that
German agents tell. Mexicans that
the forecast t made In'' January
.
Villa drove the t". H. troops out of
in
France,'
With the Ilritish Army
has been surpassed." ,
their country. Most Mexjcons, illiterMay 8. (by the Associated Press).
o Shortage of Machine nun.
ate and ignorant, can readily believe j There
was a tremendous amount of
As a result of a personal Investigathis.
among tho heavy guns tion of machine gun production durAnd German efforts to prey on wrangling
down between the Somme and the
their credulity are ably directed by j A ncre rivers last night. The Rritlsh ing the past few days, the secretary
unnounced that there Is no present
wireless from Berlin for there is still
troops on both sides of the sector shortage of light or heavy types of
wireless
communication
between thought the
German at- these weapons either In France or
Germany and Mexico, and this is one tack was beginning, but anxlouB in- America and no
shortage is in prosroute
news
by which American
quiries elicited the Information that It pect.
reaches Germany.
wits only the Australians baiting the
Mr. Raker said there had been no
Germans again.
question brought up as to the supThe men from far over seas had plies of light type Browning guns,
the salaries of railroad officials would
promote the efficient operation of the not had a real fight since Sunduy which were coming forward In quanroads, the commission added:
night when they drove the enemy tities, lie would not say whether
back along a considerable front in tho shipment of these guns to Franco lind
"Some salaries may well be abolished altogether, others greatly reduced, region of Morluncnurt ,and they were been started. As to the heavy Brownwhile in some cases of leaser paid of- spoiling for trouble.
ings, he said: ,
estificials, an increase
It was high ground the Rritlsh wero
would be
"Early manufacturers'
mates as to the production of the
and after they improved their posiA total of $30,000,0(10 was found to tions greatly.
heavy typo perhaps were more
c
havo been paid out during the year
optimistic than was Justified. The
In the fighting around
estimate of tho ordnance departthe Germans put down A heavy
ending December 31, 1917, to officials
ment inJanuary has been met and
muchine gun and shrapnel barrage,
receiving $5,000 a year und more.
Is bolng met.
Some of these
The (iuiding ITInclplc.
hut could not hold the
heavy guns have been produced
The, commission stated Its guiding Australians.
and there Is every Indication of
Signs of a coming German attack
incrcuses
principle is recommending
forthcoming production In Inin the following words:
continued to multiply Inst night and
and substantial numcreasing
"A sufficient
increase should be this morning.
bers."
to
maintain that standard of
given
Press Is Cautioned.
living which had obtained In the preThe socrctnry chose his words about
war period, when, confessedly, prices
the troops In Franco with the utmost
and wages wero both low. And upon
care. He would not amplify the statethose who can best afford to sacrifice
ment in any way and specially asked
should be cast the greater burden.
that the press refrain from speculaTho magnitude of this amount
tion as to what precise figures his
is not staggering when the
covered or as to
guarded remarks
whole expenditure for wages upon the
what possibilities of early further Inrailroads (nearly $2,000,000,000) Is
crease in the force on tho other slda
And whatever Its effect
considered.
there might be.
upon the mind may be, we regard
TO
Thero have been repeated official
such an expenditure as necessary for
however, that the
announcements,
the immediate allaying of a feellni?
is bending every energy
government
that can not bo wisely fostered by namen across to back, up the
to
tional Inactivity, and ns not one dollar
11 MORNINH JOUHNAL frlCIAL I.IAIIO WIH)
allied lines in France, and officers
8.
wheat
Winter
more than justice at this timb reWashington, May
of the transportadirectly in
It will make hard places crop of 572,539,000 bushels wus fore- tion have charge
quired.
satisfaction with
expressed
smoother for many who are now In cast today by the department of agri- tho progress being made. There Is no
conon
sore need. It gives no bounty. It is not culture, basing its estimates
of
doubt that the present force
a bonus. It is no moe than an hon- ditions existing May 1, and on n can. American troops there represents only
vass of the acreage remaining to be a small
orable meeting of an obligation.
of the total strength that
With continued favorable will be part
available for employment by
Beginning with the advance of $20 harvested.
the
one
of
be
cron
will
conditions
the
to
month
workers
General Foch before
a.
the summer
receiving $46 a
"month and less, the recommended in- largest ever grown.
ends.
fighting
The area of winter wheat remaining
creases followed a sliding scale, varyFirst Official Statement.
1 was 36,392,-00- 0
the
statement
ing with each dollar of advance In the to be harvested on May
Today's
acres or 13.7 per cent less than movement to Franoe isregarding
basic pay. The percentage declines
the first ofThe
autumn.
last
the
acreage
as
planted
the
ficial utterance made during the war
steadily
higher paid classes of
cent
employes are reached, butthe amount condition of the crop wus 86.4 per
indicating even indirectly' the number
of a normal, Indicating an acre yield of men sent abroad. The tlrst force to
to be added to the wage Increase grad15.7
bushels.
of
to
approximately
$34, tho largest amount
ually
go over was never described except
Production of rye. forecast from as a division, although, as a matter of
which will go' to workers
1
be
82,629,000
will
conditions
May
from
$84.01 to $85 a month.
knaking
fact, It was constituted Into two dibushels based on a condition of 83.8 visions soon after its arrival on the
From that point the amount decrease
like the percentage.
per cent of a normal.
ither side.
Production of hay will be 107.550,-00- 0
The fact that more than 600,000
Increases recommended.
on a condition of 89.fi have gone this
based
tons,
year alsa shows the
The Increases recommended varied!
an
and
of
a
cent
normal
expected
accelerated rate at which the men
in amount based on monthly pay up per
ucros
which
of
of
69,6'31,000
have been moving forward since the
to $250, where the increases stopped.! rreage
53.605,000 is time and 13,926,000 winter passed and eased the shipping
Under $46 the Increase recommended
wild.
and embarkation situation.
was a flat $20 per hionth. From
Stocks of hay on farms May 1 arc
The effect of Mr. Baker's announce,
$40.01 to $50, the recommendation
o
Aver-agtons.
at
11,096,000
ment in Germany and Austria if it is
was 43 per cent, other Increases be- estimated
was
83.1
of
condition
per ullowed to reach those' countries, will
pastures
.
ing:"ent of a normal; spring plowinif was be watched with interest. There ie
$50.01 to $51, 42.35 per cent.
77.5
per cent completed and spring little doubt that the German general
$51.01 to $52, 41.73 per cent. ,
$52.01 to $79, 41 per cent.
staff has knqwn that some hundreds
olanting 80.8 per cent.
Condition By States.
$79.01 to $80, 40.87 per cent
of thousands of men have been sent
Condition and forecast of production across by the United States but the
$80.01 to $85, 40 per cent.
of winter wkcat by principal states sise of the force has bean carefully
$8.01' to $86, 19.36 per cent.
follow:
$86.01 to $87, $8874 per cent.
kept from the rank and file of tho
$87.01 to $83. S8.13 per cent.
Ohio, condition, 83; forecast.
German army as well as from the
bushels.
$88.01 to $39, 37.53 per cent.
civilian 'population.
$89.01 to $90, 36.95 per cent.
Indiana, 96 and 47,771,000.
$90.01 to $95, from 36.38 to 84.22
Marino Corps Casualty List.
Illinois, 92 and 44,120,000.
per. cent.
Missouri. 95 and 45,963.000.
May 8. A marina
Washington,
33.70
81.75
to
to
$100 from
$95.01
corps casually list today shows one
Nebraska. 82 and 47,884.000.
mun dead from wounds - and seven
per cent.
Kansas. 84 and 96,104.000.
sfightly wounded In action.
'Oklahoma, 78 and 29,531,000.
(Continued on 1'age Two.)
mi

With the American Army In Krance,
May S. (by the Arsoclated Press).
American heavy artillery was fired today for tho first time in the sector
After several
northwest of Toul.
weeks spent in preparation, the American artillerists, haV.ng picked out

.

GUNS

Far Over the Seas Secretary

the Somme and Ancre.

,

German-owneWTiat possibly may prove to be the
d
newrpupers in Mexico City are openly advocating war
prelude to the Ions expected resumption of hostilities by the Germans on against the United States by Mexico.
thi western front, is being played.
Chief of these German sheets is

le

HAS

BEEN FULFILLED

Are Spoiling for a Fight and
Turn loose on toe Between!

Disorder, never ended since IT. S.
troops marched Into Mexico two years

Southeast of Ypres, from the region "El Democrata," controlled by the
of Voormeezele to Las Clitte, the Ger- German minister.
mans
an attack
launched
have
Another Is called "La Bolctin de
4i
gainst the British and French troops Guerra," and confines Itself to war
holding the line, and at certain point:, news; or,
rather, war lies. Its editor
over the five-mibattle front they
have met with some success by pene- is a Spaniard, Manuel Sanches.
The play both ends against the midAppartrating front line trenches:
'
dle.
ently, however, over the greater part
"El Democrata" tells about Ameriof the field of combat they met with
can "plots" againsi. Mexico, alleged
repulse.
As. is usual, the enemy began the concentrations of U. S. forces along
attack after a heavy preliminary the Rio Grande, plans to land troops
The ground gained is from U. S. transports at Tamplco,
bombardment.
lake and in American embargoes against Importasouth of Dickebusch
Jtidge wood, around which hard fight- tion of Cuban and Argentine sugar
into Mexico, and ,Rimilar
ing was continuing at last accounts.
The objective of the enemy Beenus pipe dreams.
.
- FletitlonsHui
to be the. pushing forward of his line
Victories!.
1n this region In order still further to
"La Boletin" plays up reports of
outflank Ypres on the southwest, and fictitious German victories, received
toward
forward
Poeperinghe
press
by wireless direct from Berlin; alternfind the railway line running between
these with abuse of the United.
ating
town
and
that
Ypres.
8tates and the allies, laudations of
Official Advices tacking;.
advices havo German kultur and military ability,
As yet only ..meager
descriptions of tho beautiful
come through concerning the nature and
home-lif- e
and sweet sympathy of the
of the engagement, but unofficial reports indicate that it was made only Hohenzollerns.
Whether It These papers strengthen the Ger- In divisional strength.
would develop later into another of
the great battles that have been
ought in lhis area could not be fore-

SECTOR

TOUL

AUSTRALIANS BAIT
THE GERMANS

movements.

Wmtl

CONGRESS

About Forty Big Shells Are After Personal Investigation of
Machine Gun Production AsSent at the Heavy German
serts There Is No Shortage
Batteries Composed of Guns
of Different Types.
Captured From Slavs,

fin-man- s

JOUHNAI. SPKCIAL LEAMD

IDE

knife-thrus-

is

'

MORMN

FORECAST

Til

FIRST

OR

Villa and .his raider.') kill ;'
women anil juris n car Chdiiiahtiu
If City.
Governor
Xaf.uctto
Acting
of Tumaulipus
slate nnassin- f a ted by
t.
'
Disaffected
C.irranzn
troops
imir Tampiio surrounded and
killed by loyalist.
Cnrranzixtus
and
Zapatistas
Mex- clash In Mnrelos s'.aie, r

Successes

!BV

USED

ARTILLERY

JANUARY

"

Germans Meet V(ith Slight about to pop in Mexico.
German agents are fomenting disSoutheast of order there, In an attempt to raise
a demand in the U. S. for American
Ypres in an Endeavor to intervention.
You may expect three things:
Completely Envelope City,
First, more border rakls by organize! or unorganized bandits.
Second, attacks on Americans
FOR FIRST TIME U. S.
and Anicrlcun property in Mcx.
BOYS USE HEAVY GUNS
lea
Third, attempts! to confiscate
American property liy high taxes
or exorbitant license fees, and reSouth of, La Clitie 'French Sucpudiation or existing concessions'
ceed in Penetrating Enemy
to American firms.
Back Movements.
'
of
Use
.Pincersl
Lines; by
Germans are backing all three
Many Prisoners Are laken

mmm

an

aso, Texas, May

EDITION

Daily by Carrier or Mail, "Oc a Month
Single Copies, Bo

Ten Pages

GERMAN GOLD BACKS MEXICAN DISORDER IN
EFFORT TO FORCE AMERICAN INTERVENTION

I

CITY

-

Y

TWO

Albuquerque Morning Jgytynal. Thursday, May
OUR SCHOOLS

9

Ugh! Calomel Sickens; Salivates!

LIBRARY ANDJfARM

mi

tv

agents;,; give t free

flSfli;

WAR GARDEN BOOKS

ONE HUNDRED PER

Please Try Dodson's Liver Tone

9, 1918.

The Albuquerque: library li:;s received from thrOJatlonal U'ir ridden
Commission at Washing'on, a ewwlpn- ment or DooKs on, 'V.ir Vegetables
am sincere! My medicine does not upset liver
and the Home Storags of Veset ihls."
SATURDAY
Copies of the books ilo have Seen
bowels
and
so you lose a day's work.
received at the couniy farm agents
office in the Chamber of Cominef ce.
Tht books will be distributed free
Every Pupil and Teacher the cnargo ny persons dcairins the i!,fvrm-ntic- ofn Program Consists of Concerts,
You're bilious! Tour liver is slugr-- 1 money-bacguarantee that each
for practical use.
Owner of W. S, S., Thrift
Lectures on the War, Magic
gish! You feel lazy, dizzy and all spoonful will clean your sluggish liver
The books contain thirty-tw- o
pays,
knocked out. Your head is dull, your better than a dose of nesty calomel
Loan,
or
are
well
Stamp
Liberty
illustrated
siclA
and
and
stomach
it
the
that
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Hot Weather Is Here
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SPECIAL CONCERT EXTRAORDINARY.

GIVES MASTERLY

We are prepared with a complete line of hot weather necessities.
We guarantee our prices as low as any in the city. All prices

in plain figures.
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WILL SING A POPULAR PROGRAM

More Than 2,500 Persons IIII
Hear Opening Program, to;
Sing Today for School Children and in Popular Concert

!,"g-- f

THREE

9, 1918.

Thursday, May

A

Never has Albuquerque heard music
that of lust niglu when the
al
Faults', choristers gave their init
I'mler the superb
conference here.
direction of Father W. J. Finn the
100 men and boys, sang in u, in
manner which carried away their au-- ij
At a conservative estimate
dienecs.
more than 2.C00 persons completely
filled the Armory, many standing for
.
two and a half hours without a rcaliza- tion of their surroundings.
The program was divided between
devotional music of impressive style;
and tho lighter airs of a
Quadruple Motion
tionnl nature. The choristers have thei
1 - quart
$2.25
distinction of having been given a
2- $2.60
quart
private audience by Pope Piux X and
GALVANIZED LINED
WHITE LINED
3- Father Finn has been decorated by.
$3.25
quart
25 lbs. Ice
...$12.00
the Ftrnch academy of music.
4- $30.00
80 lbs. Ice
$3.85
quart
Hallisscy, hailed;
MaEter William
$15.00
45 lbs. Ice..
the coun'ry as the greatest
throughout
Ice
lbs.
$35.00
100
63 lbs. Ice
$18.00
bov singer of the present day, was
me cruus nau
BLIZZARD FREEZER
even more than
WHITE LINED
GRAY PORCELAIN
and Dick Finn delighted his
slated
1- quart
63 lbs. Ice!..
$20.00
nudiences with' a rendition of "Old
2- . . .$60.00
$2.35
Ice.
lbs.
100
quart
Black Joe," which drew three en90 lbs.
.$25.00
cores. Clay Hart, tenor soloist, Frank
Dunford, bass, in fact the whole choir
responded to numerous encores, whieni
with:
testified to the appreciation
which their presentations were received.
Father Finn t. announced that at t
o'clock this afternoon a short concert will be given for school children
and tonight, at 8:30 o'clock a second)
public concert will be given. Popular
prices, DO and $1.00, will prevail.
The choir is a highly selective organization of pristine freshness of
ri &
youthful tone, having members whose
307
musica!
f
soar
voices
into
unthought-o76
altitudes, so that the soprano passages become fairly rarefied tonally.
This gives an exalted beauty to the
dignified old chants and the uniform
from the animal themselves, despite
.
nf. Ipmllll'
option In
thp liprf
,
their great civilization and the t film ensemble and the fidelity in phrastngi
how
show
make these numbers seem like the;
"Cleopatra"
'
even In the work of some marvelous mahclne that
they were upon them
had human understanding. This was
homes anl palaces of Egypt.
To be seen today for the last time especially' notable" in the "Ave Maria
Stella" of Farrant and Orelg, which
at the Pastime theater.
were sung with Unusual smoothness,
devotional feeling and musical per.
AT THE IDEAIj.
Two cf the most beautiful homes fection. Tho first solo by Frank M.
fashDunford, .basso cantate, was another
and the Hardens of a third In the
ionable Iterklcy Square section of Los Impressive chanC in which the merging
exof the adolescent notes with the
Angeles, were used in making the
terior scenes In the Triangle play, deeper tones of the men produced
'Uegcnerates," at the Ideal theater to melodio beauty.
A lovely duet was tne "Jioaie aier- day only.
cum r.ns in I'arauisio oi fuituw,
"As a rule we experience little difand Clay
use sung by Mr. Dunford
ficulty in getting permission to
- Han. The series of Russian chants
these homes," declared E. Mason Hopintroduced a musical form which is
r, the director; "However, once in
The Russian church has
unique.
Dloc.
a
do
we
hit
stumbling
awhile
given inspiration to composers who
i
of
Tn the filming
'Regenerates
combined the introspective with the
found ins' the' house I wanted, and devotional with weird effect and the
n Paulist choristers are most
and tne wue 01 uw umici
happy In
to let us photograph it for a considertheir interpretation of this odd music,
ation. We were well along with the A "Legend" of Tschalkowski
and a
wcrk when her husband returned "Cherubic
Hymn" of Gretchanlnof
home, and then the run started. He (composer of the new Russian na
objected to havirtg his home shown tional hymn) were highly Illustrative
of tho Slavic characteristics in musiin pictures on 'religious grounds."
"It began to look as if our work cal thought, but the most impressive
was wasted, and we would have to and difficult thing done last night
was the "Praise the ' Lord from
find 'another location, when the woman of the house had an Idea. She Heaven" of Rachmaninoff, a bizarre
sent hubby on an errand .and before conception. The entire chant (written
ill I
he returned we had our work complet in ten parts), is a fine example of
diatontcs.
It never
uuess
ed, and she had her money,
and the witchery, of
she didn't know how to handle his 're changes the key
the composer produces a most peculiar
ligious scruples.'"
effect on the listener.' The choir mas-- j
will folA good comedy of
d
shades of tone
tered its
Theater To iltiy mid Tomorrow.
To lie Sn'ii at tlic
low the above Triangle feature.
wonderfully and by this one number,
As
a
tlic "11" toduy and tomorrow.
AT THE THKATKHS TODAY.
Justified tho great reputation it has. A
THE IVniC.
beautiful bit was tho "Vcnl Jcsu" of
"1" Theater The Paramount Pic- person of varied accomplishments, it ATHarold
most cona
has
Lockwood.
Cherubinl and the "All Breathing
tures corporation presents Wallace is safe to say that Wallace Reld has
In
Metro's
proas
hero
the
role
Life" of Bach was a brilliant, tour de
no equal on (he screen. He has done genial
Held as the star in "The Hostage."
a
screen
"The
of
duction
Landloper,"
force that called for a brittle and
Crystal Opera- House Victor Her- everything that scenario writers can stAry
from Holman Day's
rapid tempo most Impressive In Its
bert's latest operatic triumph, "The think of and some that he thought novel adapted
be
shown
to
name
of the same
II
.mmttftoeziAi.
Princess Pat," with a notable New of himself Including fa'lls, fightsl at the Lyric' theater for the last Urn execution.
After' Intermission the choir, stand
Curtain will dives and even a female impersonaYork cast of principals.
today.
with
hands
at mili.
ing at attention
tion with John Runny In the early
rise at the usual hour.
"The Landloper" is a colorful roMarseillaise"
tary salute, sang "La
Ideal Theater Walt Whitman star- part of his screen career.
'
Mr. Lockwood enwith
mantic
drama
with vigorous spirit and fine tone. 1
But it is since his entrance Into
ring in "The Regenerates," followed
role of the picturesque hero From this point the program was
the
acting
Wallace
Pictures
that
Paramount
by a good comedy.
Walker Farr. Farr Is the assumed more or less popular in its appeal and
IiVi-lTheater Repeating the great Reid has attained his greatest popu- name of a wealthy young man, who, the
boys rested while
Clay Hart,
of
in
many
Harold Lockwood as the leading char- larity. Ho has appeared
on
wager to prove his theory that a tenor of richly appealing voice,
acter in "The Landloper;" also the that company's pictures and has star- any man
can find the full measure of
sang a charming ronianza. An arone-rered with Cleo Ridgley, Anita King,
"Screen Telegram."
In life ,no matter what his station,
Joy
rangement by Father Finn of the faPastime Theater Repeating for the Myrtlo Stedman and Geraldine Farrar. becomes a knight of the highway.'
Bird"
introduced
miliar- "Mocking
last time today Tttcda Bara in "Cleo- His Paramount Pictures in the order
His three months have about expira boy so'
"Gold-de- n
William
Master
Hailissey,
"The
theirof
are;
Fox
most
appearance
patra," the
stupendous
ed when he roaches the town of Marpruno with some notes that one would
Chance," "The Love Mask," "The lon.
of the year. Pee It toadromance
and
finds
he
There
if any bird had ever
call bird-lik- e
Selfish Woman." "The House of the
day; don't miss this great feature.
meets Kate Kilgour. She
sustained a tone as long as does this
Yellow venture.' He
"Tho
Golden Windows,"
makes a vivid impression upon him,
child. His voice is truly angelic, pure
AT THE "B".
Pawn," "Tho Golden Fetter," "The but misunderstands his position, beIn every note and capable of exhibi"The Hostage," with Wallace Reid Prison Without Walls" and. "The cause
of his association with- a little
tions of breath control that one assoas the star, will be the attraction at Squaw Man's Son."
ciates with the brilliant colorature so.
gin. The child dies , of typhoia.
brought on by Impure water suppled It's Gritndmother'a Recipe to pranos of maturity. The choir sang
SFE "f'LKOPATHA" TODAY.
Col. Dodd.
his accompaniment and Master Haliis-sey'- s
Perhaps the most striking, note In by Marion's political ruler.
Back Color and
Br
notes shot through
to compel Cof."
'
the many interior scenes in the film Farr begins a fight water
Lustre to Hair.
the ensemble like some bird taking
Dodd to funlsh pure
and, back- photo-drani- a,
William
the
Fox
"Cleopatra."
".
It Works! Try
..
wing above mortal sound.
in which Theda Bara portrays eft by the people .defeats him.' inter-estinThat beautiful, even shade of dark
Mr. Dunford sang, "Mandalay" with
g
followed
an
be
will
This
by
the Siren of the Nile, is the animalcrescenglossy hair can only be had by brew' fine resonance and a notat-l"Screen
of
reel
picTelegram"
,
Cleohow to loosen a sore,
Tell
like form of the furniture.
lng a mixture of gage Tea and Sul do at the end. For an encore he
tures.
is
your charm. It gave "Somewhere A Voice Is Calling."
phur. Your hair
tender corn to it lifts
patra's throne is a lion. Its body makmakes or mars the face,
hen it
ing the seat and.its head rearing maout withotft pain.
or
an His voice is well suited to ballads and
turns
fades,
streaked,
gray
NOTICE
just
n
were
front.
in
Lounges
jestically
or two of Sage and Sul he interprets them with warm symapplication
in the shape of swans, and sphinx
Mrs. C. E. W. Davis, of the Ferguphur enhances Its appearance a hun pathy In tone and expression.
"The De'ilcs Awa" of De Larmarter
Good news spreads rapidly and es furnished the motif for many a ta son Millinery, will be found after dred-folj
Don't bother to prepar the mix was a Jolly bit of fooling with laughnoons the balance of this week at
druggists here are kept busy dispens- ble and chair.
famous old
and "Kolyada" of
Birds and beasts abounded :n the the store, 109 South Fourth street ture: you can get this
ing freesone, the ether discovery of a
recipe improved by the addition of ing accompanimentconcluded the even,
is said to vales of the Xtle .and the Egyptians Those knowing themselves Indebted, other
Cincinnati man, which"
a
small cost, ail
ingredients, at
loosen anycorn so it lifts out with the were, literally, so thrown with them. please kindly call.
ing with a final stop of perfect rythm.
ready for use. It is called Wveth
of
that the greatest consideration
fingers.
.This t One nets a nrr found respect for the
and
Sulphur
Compound.
Sage
Bee
Supplies
can always
Ask at any pharmacy for a quarter dumb animals is shown In 'their re
be depended upon to musical gift of Father Finn as a diHives Supers.
back the natural color and lus- rector as one watches his. command
ounce of freessone, which will cost very ligion, their art and in
life.
bring
Hoffman Frame).
tre tot your hair.
of his singers. They are trained to
little, but is said to be sufficient to rid Storks were sacred to the Egyptians,
Super Frames.
a
Everybody uses "Wyeth's Sage and the last inch of perfection and
one's feet of every hard or soft corn snakes and crocodiles ,were sacred.
now
FouudatWrti.
because
Comb
it
Compounds
Sulphur
Miss
to his drilling powers.
or callus.
Cats enjoyed a distinction and a difso naturally and evenly that credit
darkens
W.
E.
Smoker.
FEE,
Anderson was the piano aceoitw
You apply Just a few drops on the ference that they have never since,
nobody can tell it baa been applied. Mary
tender, aching corn and Instantly the possessed.
You simply, dampen a sponge or soft! nnniHt. The nroceeds of the concert
is said that an
NOTICE.
it
Indeed,
soreness is relieved, and soon the corn
brush with it and draw this through will be elven to French war relief
Persian army .driving a bat- To Whom It llay Concern:
is so shriveled that It lifts out with- invading
the hair, taking one small strand at a' work.- The conclusion brought, th
will not be responsible
I
for
allowwas
any
of
ahead
cats
it,
cf
talion
hair has choir again to military salute aa.' it'
out pain. It Is a Bticky substance
bills contracted by anyone other than time; by morning
disappeared, and after another appli- tianir "Th 8t:ir Suaneled Bannr"'i
which dries when applied and never ed to conquer Egypt unmolested ,80'
.
GEORGE DRIFOOS.
myself.
of
were
inhabitants
the.
farmbecomes
cation It
beautifully dark
Inflames or even irritates the adjoin chary
and appears glossy and lustrous.
of the duties
animals.
Part
sacred
ing
tissue.
ing
For a Sprained Ankle.
rlcnty of (rood strawberries, two
This ready-to-us- e
preparation is a dethou of the priests of the temples was the
i This discovery will prevent
Skinner.
As soon a spossbile after the Injury lightful toilet requisite for those who Ixues, 25c. J.
sands of deaths annually from lock care of sacred managerle of'.WTliis, is received get a bottle of Chamber desire dark hair and a youthful apJaw and infection heretofore resulting cats, crocodiles, snakes, storks ond lain's Liniment and follow the plain pearance. It is not Intended for the
or prevention of dis- Journal Wants
'''
Y
from the suicidal habit of cutting bulls.'.',
printed directions which acompany cure, mitigation
Bring Results
'
'
ease.- . V
The rcpyptinpg' were never very far the bettic, " v '
corns. ,

BAY STATE

,2;

LIGHTNING
FREEZER

.....,.$1.75"

-

Look over our line of Ice Picks, Ice Tongs, etc.
Full line Ice Tea Glasses, Ice Tea Spoons, etc.

mm

PRICES
50c and $1.00
TICKETS ON
SALE At
ARMORY BOX
OFFICE AFTER

''V

11A.M.

Gome and Hear the World's Greatest Choir

Whitney Hardware Co.

West Central

Phone

POPULAR

r

SOLOISTS
INCLUDING
SIX BOY
SOLOISTS

......$2.00

Manager.

...

FEATURING
ALL OF THE

......

R. F. MEAD,

,
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For the French Relief Fund
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HelpStricken France 'Keep the Home Fires Burning'
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4 Notables Coming

Participate in
State War Meeting

To

Tlic Morning .Journal late last
night received a lnessniRO from
the New Mexico I'oiuicil of Defense to tlic effci-- t that Prof. iny
Slantoii lord, George I). C handler and lr. .!. A. 11. StJierrer, all'
representing tho (Vmm'll cf
IX'fensu, and I.icut. I'tuil
IH'riKonl of tlic
army, will
al

arrive hero this morning at

It

oVIut k to attend tlic stale war
oiiferenee, nino to partleiwte In
fitv big night meeting at the high
school auditorium.

V

'

Rlmsky-Korsako-

ff

--

their-boni-

ar'

the-gra-

,

.
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'
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AUTO STOLEN FROM
GONZALES FOUND BY

OFFICER AT SOCORRO
f. Chief Deputy Sheriff
Elfego Paca
advised the police here yesterday that
he had arrested ".Mr. and Mrs. C. O.
Burton" at Socorro who are utleged
to have stolen the auto belonging to
H. F. Oonzules, living on North Sec.
ond street, on the night of May
car was in their possession.
, Mr. and Mrs.
Burton registered at
tho Combs hotel about a week prior
trt the alleged theft.
Burton repre
sented himself ..as an army officer
and wore the regulation army uniform.- Hei attended a "baile" at Alameda on tho night pf May 6 and asked XJosHica for1' permission !o borrow

the car for, fifteen minutes, which was
given. He got into the car, drove to
Combs hotel, paid his bill with a
check which proved to be worthless,
loaded his wife and baggage into tho
car and drove off. Chief of Police
Oalusha, who had a good description
of Burton.' Immediately sent oyt postal card notices and the couple were
apprehended 'at Socorro.
In connection with auto thefts, it
may be Interesting to note right here
that eleven autos, stolen from Albuquerque citizens, have been recovered
through the efforts of the local police
force. Fifteen persons are now serv.
Inc sentences in the state penitentiary
,or stealing autos from local cltiicns.

) What to Do When
f
Backache Comes On
, "Foley Kidney Pills have done me
more good tban $160.00 worth of other

medicine."

N. T.

Coas. N, Fox, Himrod,
,4

When backache comes on and it
seems as if you can't stand the pain
and pressure across the small of your
back, hurry to your druggist and get
relief through a box of Foley Kidney
'Pills. They will stop the cause o
that pain very quickly, spur the sluggish kKlncys to regular action, enable them to throw the poisons out of
the blood. They will get rid ot pain
and rheumatism for you, quiet your
nerves, stop your backache, and II m- ber up your stilt joints and sore mus
'

,

cles.

Frank W. Sherman, Laeens, N. Y'
writes: "I suffered with kidney trouble, had a tired feeling in my back.
did not have any ambition and felt
ail tired out.; I used Foley Kidney
Pills and in few days began to feet
better, and BOW. I t)V eftllHlj; r
covered,
Sold byll.flri)fgit.
;;
m

.;..."

.-

"

Mb'

FOUR

Journal, Thursday, May
Albuquerque Moihing
'
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GIANTS TAKE 8

SHELLENBB

JINX CAMPS ON TRAIL OF AMES,
DEAN OF BIG LEAGUE PITCHERS

STRAIGHT
i

ning Streak; Cubs Hit Two
Pirate Pitchers Hard and
Win by Score of 8 to 1.
BY

MORNINa JOURNAL

S&JL

.fy'-f-t

Fore My

New York Keeps Up Its Win

Xew

A

"HI

it

'

Former Western and, American
League Twirler Makes His
Major League Debut ancl
Defeats the Indians,

I

.

tSteiAL LCASEO WlftC)

(V

AB. 11. II. pos.

Fitzgerald, rf
Bancroft, ss

I
.

t
t

Uock,

t

.

.

...

3b

4
4

iCravath, If

I

3,0
4
1

Luderus, lb

.3

cf

aMeuscl,

0
0
0
0

3

.

4

2b

McGaffigan,

I

.

E. Burns, c

0
0
0

4

PrpndergaKt,
xWhitted
Tincup, i

p

.

.

,

2
1

1

0

0

1

0
6
2

1

1

0

o
0

9
6

2

0

24 10

9

4

Molke,

1

1

1

3

0

1.1

1

0

4

4

lb

liariden, c'
Perritt, p

3

3

3b .

....

0

1
0
5
0
2 10

4

2b

Rodriguez,

1

2
4

.

Fletcher, ss

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

Turner,

o
o

v

3

3
3

1

1
2

3
4

0
0

3

1

3

0

0
0

0
1

(By Paul Puflimn.)
3
27 13
3
31
Totals
x Batted for Prendergast In eighth.
Here Is a story for men who have
Score by innings:
thankless Jobs.
R. H. E
Score by innings:
Maybe, sometimes you feel downPhiladelphia ...000 000 0112 9 3 hearted,
but if you do read this story
003 000 OOx 3 6 3
New York
e
hits Holke, of Leon K. Ames (no, the K doesn't
Summary:
stand fop Kalamity) and cheer up.
Sleusel.
Sacrifice
fly Fitzgerald.
Here is a man who has worked
Double plays Fletcher to Zimmermann; Fletcher to Rodriguez to thirteen years in the big baseball show
Holke; Bancroft to Luderus; Holke, and lias never received credit for what
he hus done, except by the select and
Fletcher to Holke. Bases on balls
Off Perritt 2, off Prendergast 1, off undemonstrative managers, who like
Prender- his work well enough to pay for It.
ffincup 1. Innings pitched
The reason for this outburst tit this
gast 7, Tincup 1. Struck out By
time is the fact that the box scores a
ferritt 2, Prendergast 2.
,

Two-bas-

til
i

Chicago 8: Pitlahuigli I.
Pittsburgh, May 8. Chicago won STANDING OF THE TEAMS
y hitting two Pittsburgh pitchers
hard. Chicago scored five runs off
National l.ennc.
Cooper in the first three innings and
L.
W.
Pet.
The
in
as
relief
was
sent
eteel
'
pitcher.
1
17
.944
York
New
vis.
was
to
unable
latter also
stop the
5
.700
12
itors, three runs being made on four Chicago
... 9 8 .51
Pittsburgh .
singles and a home run. Score:

i

Chicago.
A B.

Holloclur, ss
Flack, rf

5

Mann, If .7
Paskcrt, cf

i

Jierkle, lb

!

Kiiduff, 2b
Deal, 3b
Killifer. c

o'Farn

1

0

2

0
0
0

0

1

0

1

0
0
0

4

2

1

4

3

3

2

5

1

3

1

3

0
0
0
0
0

3
2
2 17
1
0
1
0

4

1

Tyler, p

4

Totals

35

3

2

1

2

0
0

0.0
7
1

11 27 16

8

E. Philadelphia
Brooklyn

1

1

2

c

II,

Cincinnati

R. H. PO. A.

0
St.
0
1

0

0
1

I'illnliurK.

51

Caton, ss
Woilwi;z, lb
Carey, if
Stengel, rf
Blghee
Cutshaw, 2 b
King, If
McKechnie, 3b
Archer, c
Cooper, p . .
Steele, p

AB. B. H. PO, A. E.
0
0
0

1

2

1

8

4

0
0
0
0

1

2

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

1

0

0

0

(I

3

0
0
0
0
0
0

4
4
4

...

3

3
3
1

.

2

3

1

4

2

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

5
0

2

0

1

2

0
0
0

0
0

Louis
Boston .

. .

10

11

8

10
12
13
13

6
6
5

. ;

Boston .
Cleveland .
New York .
Chicago . . .
St. Louis . . .
Washington
Detroit .

.

W.

L.

.12
.10
.10

8

8

8
9
7
9

.

8

10

.

C

8

.
.
,

Philadelphia

,

8

7

Pet.
-

.600
.056
.526
.533
.471
.441
.429

.41!

10

Cincinnati 9; St. Louis 0.

St. Louis, May

Cincinnati turn,
ed the tables on St. Louis, batting out
victory in the last inning. Up t( this
time May allowed but three scattered
hits, but he weakened, and Cincinnati, by annexing five bases on balls,
two hit hatsman and four singles off
8.- -

'

LEAGUE.
at St. Louis. '

nine-lnni-

Cincinnati
Chicago at Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia at New Yorlt.

AMEKICAV LEAGUE.
Boston at Wanhlngton.
New York at Philadelphia.

r

SOUTHERN
At
At

At
At

ASSOCIATION

39 ATHLETES

TO

..

v.

......

ASSOCIATION

AMERICAN
Ao.St. Paul 'J:
At Indianapolis
At Louisville 3;
At Minneapolis

PARTICIPATE IN

29

7 24 18

5

Cliionsto.

OVER

100JN

'etCIAL

HAS

SERVICE

TO MORNING

Santa Fe, May

8.

JOUHNAL1

The county

of

rig Raea, newest of New Mexico counmen In service, acties, has ninety-si- x

Collars
FOR SPRING

CA5C9 IV1 (WTCiVPC---

1

t in.

cording to the list Just compiled by
.Secretary Lansing Bloom of the state
board of historical research in the
museum, for Hon. Juan J. Clancy of
Fort Sumner, the list to be Included
Fort Sumner high school an
jn.the.now
in press. To this number
nual
will bemadded the men fur'rHshed In
tho new draft, so that the to(ul will
0

over

".

A. E.
0
0
0
0
o

AB. R. II, PO.
Lcibold, rf
J Collins, rf
Weaver, ps
Risberg, 2b

Jackson. If
Felsch, cf
Gandil, lb
McMulUn,
Schalk, c
Cicotte, p

zRusscll

1

0

2

1

4

0

3

3

5

2

4

0

0
0

1
1

4
3

b

Acts of Comrrew relating to banV.
and Flnncran freely. Two of the! under thr.....
(ill
-j..,., ...m,irlArrl
u,,,
mat no nu ui;
home team's hits were scratches but I'upieyr
and rUtlito of proporty, and nus
property
of
jne of them followed a threc-bs- e
fully complU'd with alt the reqiilrrnienu
orders of the touit
t

.

Danforth,

.

p

.

.

Shellenback, p
C. Williams, p.

drive by Dresden in the sixth inning
and netted Detroit's only run.
R. H. E.
Score by innings:
102 120 2008 12 1
St.,Louis
000 001 0001
Detroit
3.1
Battel tes: Solhoron and Nunamak- er; Jame, Finncran, Cunningham and
ene, opencer.

-

--

j

Milwaukee 4. (ten)
10; Columbus 2.
Toledo 0.
3; Kansas City 7.

111

(aid Acts and of the
'
touiliInK his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays that he mav be defull
dlscharr
a
have
to
Court
creed by the
from all debts provable aralnst his cmuch
,wlr .a lit hn ilk runt acts. except such
debts us are excepted by law from such
dlpcharue.
Dated tills 3rd (lav of May. A. I.. HUS.
I
FREDERICK S. DONSEM
Bankrupt.

1
9 13 27 17
33
Totals
Ran for Cicotte in second.
R. H. E
Score by innings:
003 101 0005 7
Cleveland
.
1
nno nift ftOv Q
r.iinr
iitta
.
rr,
rtuin inn v
Stolen
Jackson, McMulUn. Speaker.
OKDF.R OF NOTICE THBKKOX.
hits A.
Sacrifice
base Risberg.
In the I nitcd Slates District I'ourt for the.
Risberg, WambRganns, J.
Williams,
District of Xow Mexico.
Sacrifice
N'u). 2S8 In Bankruptcy.
fly
Weaver.
Collins.
B. ' Ot.nsel,
In the Mutter of Frederick
Double plays Lcibold to
Felsch.
'
'"X
Ilanknipt.
to
Schalk; Risberg
Schalk to. Weaver
on
A.' 1.V
On this 4th- day
Gan-dto
to Gandil to WeaVer; Risberg
readliiK tho petition for discharge of
to
Schalk
Is
ordered
by
S. Donnill, bankrupt, it
to Schalk to Weaver;
.the
1 0,000
for the court, thai101 aIi hearing.-!- ! hadA. ill" Win.
Someone has offered
Weaver. Bases on halls Off Groom
of .tune,
on
"!..
the
same
day
Coumbe
5,
Babe Ruth. A fellow has to stand on before John W. Wilson, ft Referee In Bank1, Panforth 3, Shellenback
f.
Williams 2. Innings pitched Ci- - his head and shut one eye to see the ruptcy of said c urt, at Albuuuerque. lit said
4.
t'.hellcnback
at PI o'clock in the forenoon1.' and
cotte 2, Danforth
angle of a club owner who cuts the dlstrli-tAl- 2
3, ( oumco salaries of his players on the grounds tht nnihe thereof be published in tlia
Groom
Williams
a newspaper
MornTnff Journal
Coveleskie l.'of poverty nnd then offers a fortune fbmiuerque
2V2,
12-Knzmann
all
known
and
In
that
I'd
said
district,
print
Struck out By Cicotte I. Coumbe 1. for one man.
creditors an,d other persons in Interest may
at tluj said lime, and place and
appear
Shellenback 1. Wild pitch Coumbe.
Some of the big eastern universities show- - cause, if any they ha'e. why thenot bo
Passed tall O'Neill.
of the a.ild petitioner should
have decided to return to football in er
granieil.
the coming season. The sp-- rt cannot And It is further ordered by the court,
Wuslilngtoii 14; ISosUm 1.
be
it was before the war, how- that the tleferee shall send by mall to? all
Washington, May 8. W ashlngton ever.what
creditors, copies of said petition and
It would, take an awfully brave known
Boston by knocking
overwhelmed
this order, addressed to them at- their
these
a
as
nta
h,era
gridiron
pose
of
and
hox
residence, fis stated.
places
Bush and Mays out, of the
COLIN" XEBM5TT,
days when the only hero recognized is
gathering thirteen runs in the fifth the man. who has donrieij khaki and
U. 8. District Judse.
It wa? Bostons gone to ".clo his hit." Also many of (Seal.)
and sixth innings.
A true cop,
fifth straight defeat. Score:
stars of the Atlestr
the greatest football
WYLV PARSONS, Clerk.
,
Boston.
enlisted and this will Attest: A true eopv.
have
country
AB. R. H. PO, A. E. rob the game, to a large extent.
JOHN W. WII.!Oy.Rerere.i
k
t
3
0 0 .1 1 0
Hooper, rf
(
i -2
4
0
0
0
3
Shean, 2b
New York Giants aro-the
Maybe
2
0
0
1
1
4
cf
Strunk,
planning to win the pennant by July
1
1
0
1
9
4
4 and enlist
at least there are sympRuth, Hi
2
0
1
3
3
4
toms of their winning the flag by that Paints, Oils. Glass. Malthold Roofing
Mclnnis, "b
0
0
1
4
0
and Building I'iiiht.
.0 time.
Whiteman, If
1
0
2
3 6 0
BALDRIDGE
Scott, fs
C.
LUMBER
J.
Tn step with .this proposal is the
1
0
0
0
0
0
Thomas, ss
is
1
COMPANY
4
0
0
practice .which
3
.Wonting general
Agnew. c
1
2
0
0
1
throughout the I'nited Slates of makMayer, c
as
to
Include
as
1
1
1
0 ing the athletics such
0
2
Bush, p
2
0 large a portion of the student body as
1
0
0
0
Mays, p
THE WM. FARR COMPANY
is possible.
1
0
0
0
0
0
Wyckoff, p
Wholesale
and Retail pculern (11
An ii'husunlly praiscwortiiy spirit- Is
I'RKSH AND SALT MKATS
3J 4 9 V'4 17 ,2
Totals
heads
of
the
that of the athletic
Sausage a Specialty
Washington.
of New Mexico, although the For Cattle and Hogs the Ruling
AB. II. II. PO. A. B war has
teams
,tMarket Friers Are Paid
crippled their, athletic
Shotton rf
to such on extent that they ore unable
Tavan, ss .
te-- compete In the college meets of the
Milan, cf .
slate,, are sponsoring athletic 'n the
Shanks, )f
high schools. Considerable expense is
Judge, lb
attached, to their preparation for the
Clcaners-Hattc- ft
Morgan, 2b
high Heho,ql Kieet to be held here Fri
3
?
Foster, lib
day, but tncy are game and nave gone
J
0
their SSOWcht CJold.
(o the trouble of remodeling
Ainsmltl', c
l'hono 416.
4
1
field fo.r the isitlng youngsters.
Casey, e. .
1
0
Shaw, p . .
.'

z

j

1

i

.

.

So.

Fred-cric-

k

3,

Five High Schools Will
in
pete for Honors
Eyents at University
Friday and Saturday,
Thirty-nin- e

LEAGUE

At St. Joseph 0; Des Moines 3.
At Joplin :!; Topeka 2.
At Omaha IS; Sioux City 3.
At Hutchinson 5; Wichita 2.

Com-

Field
Field

athletes, including

WESTERN

rep-

if-t- o

Itiiiinliia IligH Jump.
Pooler, Loveland. Smaulding, Miller,
Sedillo, Brown. Swope.
Dash.
First heat. Covert, Bassett, Jones,
Sganzinl, Herrera, Howe,
Second heat. Whatley, Cantelou,
Herndon, Sandoval. Brown, Pooler.
Running Broad Jump.
t'rton.
("overt, Jones.
Whatley,
Loveland, Gillespie, Staplelln, Laws,
Smaulding, Miller, Sanchez, Howe.
220 Yards
Hurdle.
First heat. Laws, Smaulding, Horner, Austin.
Second heat.
Bassett,
Whatley,
Loveland, Sgitnzini.
Hop,, step and Jump.
I'rton, Jones, whatley, Ho wo. Miller, Smaulding, Sanchess, Gillespie.
d
Dash.
First heat. Covert, Smaulding, Bassett, Jones. Cantelou.
Second heat. Gillespie, Hate, Laws,
Loveland, Miller, Sganzlul.
One J:le Jttm. ,,
Ionian,
Blayney,
Pendergruss,
Stapelino, Herrera. Payton, Sandoval,
Herndon, Brown, Huffino.
.
Entries for the one mile relay race
will bo picked from the following:
Halo. Rasselt. Austin, Catelou, Lows.
Stapelin, Smaulding,, Miller, Sjanzlni,
Gillespie, Howe, Brown, Jones, Canon,
Whatley, Herrera, Lovelands, Payton,
Sandoval, Herndon, - Pooler, Huffine,
Swope..,
j' l' J
'.",

'

resentatives' from tho Albuquerque,
Santa le, Roswell, Raton and Dawson
nigu si iiools, will step out on l niver-sit- y
field Friday afternoon to compete
in the first day's events of the
track and field nioct. The
program of preliminary events will
2
start at o'clock. The finals will b
held Saturday afternoon.
contest will be
The declamatory
held In liodey hall nt 10 o'clock Saturday morning and the oratorical contest in Kodey hall at. 8 o'clock .Saturday night. The entries in the declamatory contest will bo Miss Clara
Grace
rieichtold, Santa. Fe; Miss
Jackson or MissThelma Farley, AlbuIx:ah Caldwell, Clayton;
querque;
Miss Grace Frecse, Ruton; Miss ErRosa:
nestine
OrclNcliowski, Santa
Miss Norma
Rasmus, Roswell, and
ConMiss Ruth Helper, Carlsbad.
testants in the oratorical contest will
be Arthur Dean, Clayton; George HWe.
lias Vegas; Paul Cullen or Wayne In- 0
grain, Roswell. The student body of
zSchulte,- - .
the university will give a dance for
2
0
Harper,' p
the visitors at Rodey hall following
the oratorical contest Saturday night.
1
17 27 12 1
Totals
The entries from the different towns
fifth.
for
Shaw
..
zBatted
jn
in the field events follow:
Dawson,
R. H. E.
Score by innings:
Covert.
Roswell Austin, Knssett,
010 .210 000 4 ? .2
Boston
Hayes,
Hale,
Canon,
Corn,
Gbiyney,
Washington . i000 .083 OlJC 14 17 ,1
Pender-grasHomnn, Jones, McP,herson,
Summary:
I'rton and Whatley. Santa Fe
trunk. Three base hits Busl(. Stolen
Cantelou, Herrcra, Laws, Lovelami D0UBLEHEADER,WILL BE
bases Strunk, Mclnnis.
Shanks ,3:
and
Blake,
Albuquerque
Stapelln.
FRIDAY Milan 2; Judge., Sacrifice ilic Scott
STAGED AT
Fuw, Harrington, Herndon, IJorner,
Hooper. Teft on bases Boston 0:
Miller, Payton, Pinter, Rogers,
A doubleheader Indoor
baseball Washington 5. ' Bases on balls Off
Sandoval, Sedillo, Fganzini und
Raton Mrown,
Pooler, program will be staged at the Y.M. Bush 2; Off Mays 2; Wyckoff 1; Shaw
Smaulding.
Ctillcspie, F. Gillespie), Howe and Huf-fin- C. A. Friday night.. The Junior em- 2; Innings pitched Bush 4; Mays 2;
ployed boys will meet Ute Junior Wyckoff 2; Shaw 5; Harper 4. Struck
The program" for .the preliminary school boys in th opening contest out By Shaw 4; Wyckoff 2; Harper 2
and the second team of the Junior' Wild
events tomorrow follows:
pitch Bush, Passed ball Aln- '
Dash.
employed boys will .battle! ..for honorsi smlth.
,
First heat. Iaws, Jones. Smaulding, with the first team of the prepara
Sgan.lni, F. Gillespie, Cantelon, Hale, tory league as a. second game. Levi
l'blladetphla 5; New York 2.
McChesney will umpire the games.
Bassett, Miller, Covert, Howe,
Philadelphia, May 8. Perkins beat
Shot.
Xew
York, drivlnc in nil Philadel.
Putting
bempsey Anxious o I'lsjit.
Covert, Jones, Harrington, Blayney,
phla's runs. 'Pratt's single. Pip'p's
8.
Jack
Dempsey,
Chicago,
May
Miller.
Gillespie, Corn,
Smaulding,
California heavywelgh't pugllifrt. in an triple and Miller's sacrifice fly gave
Swope.
announcement made public today ex the Yankees a lead In 'the second.
MUc
Run.
Half
'
a desire to meet Jess Willard Perkins singled with the bases filled
presses
Ilomurr,
neat
In the fourth, tying the score, in the
First
Pendergrass,
the
or 'Fred Fulton, asptr'
champion,
"
IBlayney, Brown.
ant to the title. The'tnoney derived. eighth, with two on bases. Perkins
Second heat.
drove a homer into the bleachers.
Herrera, Stapehn, Dempsey said, would
Laws, Huffine.
Perry outpltcheil Caldwell all the. way.
to any war charity., . .
Third heat. Harrington,
Rogers.
but., good fielding In pinches helped
.
w York twlrlefr
Pinter. .
the
.
Do Yon Kiiloy T.Jfc?
A man in good physical eondltlon Is
Pole Vault.
Score by Innings: ,'
B. H. E.'
the
Howe, almost certain to enjoy'llte, while
2
7
New York
020 000 000
Hayes,
Jones,
Whatley.'
I
r deponaent,-d- Philadelphia .. .000 200 03x 5 10 f,
bilious and dvspeptl1
Smaulding,. Miller, Payton.
mis
not
feel
and
meals
their
enjoy
120 Yards Illgli llurtllo.
Batterles:; Caldwell and Hannah;
the time. This
a good here-cFirst heat. Smaulding, Austin, Mc- erable
Perry and Perkins.
ill feeling is nenrlv always unneces
'
....
pherson,
Chamberlain's
A few doses
8t. Tau1r 8; Detroit 1.
Second heut.
Jones. Blake, Faw, sary.
Tablets to tone- nrt the stomach, 1m- Detroit. May . 8othoron. held. De-- t
Lr.rnve the flifeittifin nnl regulate- the
uveland.
'10U
while tils team, mates hit James
iv,
Covert, Prion, 'AUftm
nntiey, V9Wf8 lff i ,ll(U (8
jry
1

220-Yar-

1

LUMBER

....

'

......

.

,

PUKE CI JT

1-

.........38

1

'
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e
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100-Ya-
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In the District

"

-

T

Court of the United Slates

for the District

uf New Mexico.
No. OS in Bankruutcy.

Wall Paper

fn tlie Matter of William Stanford Fattcr- in, finnkrupt, ,
To the rrsflltprs uf Wllliain Stanford patter- soil, Mankrupt:'
Xctlec la hereby slven that on l he 3rd day
of May, A.' D. IMS, 'the said William Stanford Patterson tv duly adjudicated ft bankrupt, and that the first meeting of hla crcd.
Itors will be held at the city of Atbuqur.
que, New Mexico, in the ottlct of th refar-- e.
A. ,t.. ,1I3, at
on the SOt h day f ..Ma
W o'clock
In the forenoo(. ai which time
said creditors may attend,
pnv , their
claiiifs, appoint ft trustee, eXamjne tire bankbusiness as
trarwact
other
nucli
rupt and,
may properly come before said meeting-.
...
.
JOHN W.. WILSON,
Jteferee- tn Bankruptcy.,
.,!,. V '
"
.
Albuqiierque, M. M... May 8, 101..
AinKlU'FTH PETltlOJf FOR OIMCHAHCE
In the United stftten District Court for th
District of New Mexico, ,
No. 2SS in Bankruptcy.
In the- Matt'er'ot Frederick 8. Don'nelt. Bank.
"
' V
.
rupt.
To the Honorable Colin Neblatt, Judse of
the Ils(rlct Court of the United States
for the District of rew Mexico,
Frederick 8. Donnell. of Albuquerque In
tho County of Bernalillo, and Slate of New
Mexico, In said district, .respectfully represents that on the th day of March, lots,
last past, he", was duljr- adjudged, bankrupt

...

f

nuasonToraignsi

S'OTK'K OF FlKiit MKETISU OF

.

T

San-chP-

.

1

.

DE BACA COUNTY

3

Batted for Groom in fourth',
xx Batted for Enzmann In eighth.
x

pra-y-

PRELIMIRIESir

s,

New Orleans. 2; Momphis 0.
Atlunta 2; Nashville 0.
Mobile 4; Little Rock 3.
Birmingham 4; Chattanooga 3.

Totals

0

,

il

ic

XATIOV.-U-

May and Meadows who succeeded
him, scored nine runH.
.
Score by Innings:,
R. JI. E.
COLLEGE BASEBALL
tlOO 000 009
Cincinnati
2
,7
4- St. Louis .
031 0008 8 1
At West Point, N, Y. Army 5: Holy
Batteries: Schneider, Cpnley, Regan,
...
Eller and Smith; May, Meadows and CroSs 1. "
At Mcdf3rd, Maas. Tuffs' 8; Wil, ,.,
Snyder.
liams 3.
liof toti 4; Brooklyn 3.
At New York Fordham 12; Col- Boston came from gate,;.7.
:
.Boston, May 8
, .,

...

no-h-

j

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY

ho conlrol

lo-r-

.316
.278

American Dengue

t

it

.3113

......

f

Wambsganns, 2b
A. Williams, lb.
Wood,, If ...
O'Neill, c
Groom, p . . .
xGraney .
Coumbe, p . .
Enzmanu, p .
xxBlllings . .
Covelcskle, i

nutans'

.476
.444

1
31
Totals
9
5 27
2
Ban fur Stengel in ninth.
behind three times and beat Brooklyn
Score by innings:
R. H. E in the ninth. Wicklund's Home run,
203
010
200
8
11
Chicago
Konetchle's single, passes to Rawlings
I'lttsburgh ... 000 (100 001 1 u 2 and Wilson and Nehf'g scratch single,
.Two-base
Summary:
hits Flack. gave Boston the necessary runs to beat
Deal, Stengel. Three-has- e
hits Pas- - the veteran,' Coombs. Wickland also
Mevklc.
Home
run Mann made a triple n,nd a single. The fieldkert,
Stolen base Mcrkle. Bigbcc. Sacri- ing of
Rawlings was excellent,
fice hits Mann, Killifer.
Sucrlfice
It. II. K.
Score by innings:
flies Kiiduff, Cutshaw. Double play Brooklyn
010 100 0013 8 0
Deal, Killifer and Merkle; Cooper, Boston
000 101 0024 '9 3
Caton and Mollwitz. Bases on ball
Batteries: Coombs and Whsut;
Off Tyler, 1; Sleel, 2. Iinnings pitched Nchf and Wilson.
Steel fi 3 innings
Cooper 2
Struck out I!y Tyler 1; Cooper 2;
Steel 2.

i.

.

.

don t cut the heart
of the plate with every pitch, or where
von know the batter will not have a
full swing.
A
change of pace, which means a
last one, a curve and a slow ball, is
1
1
lull vou need.
Practice for a free motion, one
which will not strain the arm with
every pitch.
And when you get this you're ready
for the big leagues for a run of at
leant ten years, according to Leon.
There Is no reason why you should
mark, and
step out at thn
don't forget that ea'ly to bed, plenty
of sleep and good habits will keep the
right or left arm In condition.
How does Arnes keep In condition?
Let him tell it himself:
that Ames
few days ago showed
"I take my time in the spring.
game, not allowing
pitched a two-h"1 don't attempt to curve a ball
t
a hit after the first inning ami
until I have pitched or lobbed 'em up
it.
for a week or ten days.
Leon Ames is the dean of pitchers
"Many pitching aims have been
In both leagues.
He has served his ruined by trying to use too much stuff
.
time with the Giants, the Reds audi in March.
Here is Ames' records for twelve
the Cards, and he is still going.
in the National league:
it
He has pitched his
game and years
He has pitched in 4B2 games, won
has appeared iji the world series.
be1B.1 and lost 140, his percentage
Here is Ames' recipe for keeping
ing .535. He has 1,4 53 strikeouts to
in
the
box;
young
pitching
his credit and has allowed 908 bases
Don't try to strike out every batter on balls. His earned run record per
n
Master control
in preference to
game Is 2.72 for thirteen
some new Rhoot.
years.
In

l
l

0

cf

Roth, rf

1
n

J

-

3b

Speaker,

k0

0
0
0

WIHC1

8.

te

AB. H. H. PO. A. K.

Young, rf
Kauff, cf
Burns, IfZimmermann,

May

Association league pitcher, made his
major league debut when he replaced
Ciootte on the mound and was Credited with a victory over Cleveland.
injured his ankle in sliding into
first in the second Inning. The locals
won by bunching hits. Score:,
Cleveland.
A B. R. H. PO
Chapman, ss

o
0
0
0

.32 '2
w'ew York.

ToUls

a.

0
0

3

Chicago,

.

.,

Philadelphia.

JOURNAL CPICIAL LBAStO

MCHNINQ

Frank Snellen
back, former Western and American

York,

New
May 8. When
York defeated Philadelphia.- 1t was
Philai1elphla"s eighth straight defeat
and New York's eighth straight vic.
tory.
After Meusel was called out at the
plate in the ninth on a play which
would have tied the score hut ended
the game, several of the Philadelphia
players rushed at Moran. the umpire.
Burns pushed the umpire, who struck
back with his fist. Manager McGraw
and other players separated the pair.
Score:

.t

the body. Salt Rheum disCaused by Humors in charges a watery fluid, forming sores and producing inthe Blood
tense itching.
These and all skin diseases
due to the same thing
are
disThere is nothing more
acids and humors in
burnan
than
burning
itching,
tressing
and until this vital
the
skin
blood,
disease and upon the
ing
return of warm weather thou- fluid is cleansed and made pure
sands of people know they are they will continue.1 External
to be' tormented through the applications of salves "and loSiirnniAr rrinntrni TVio falnhT1 ia tions can not reach the trouble
heated with humors and acrid for it is in the blood. The best
matter and as these' impurities! treatment O for all skin diseases
mmuilv that w
., a remeayis s. s.
are lorceai to tne surtace ine IS,.'
skin seems" to be literally on purely vegetable, being made
;
'
fire. '' '
entirely from roots, herbs and
V
on the
At thi, season of the year bark's, and acts directly
,
a
cleansing-with
healing
bloo4
the Liver,' Kidneys and Bowels
become torpid, dull arid slug- effectt It neutralises the acids
gish and fail to perform Iheir and purifiies the bipod so that
blisduty. Accumulations tehiain in the skin, instead of being
the system and ari absorbed tered and burned by the 'fiery
by the blood, producing Ec- fluids, is nourished by a supply
zema, Tetter, Psoriasis, Acne, of cooling, healthy blood. It
Salt Rheum and skin diseases goes down into the circulation
and forces out every" particle
of every description.
Eczema appears usually with of waste or foreign .matter,
a slight redness of the skin, fol- builds up the blood, and relowed by pustules from which lieves all skin diseases promptflows a sticky fluid that dries ly and permanently. S. S. S.
and forms a crust, and the itch- does not leave the least partifuture
ing is intense. In Tetter the cle of the poison for rids
the
skin dries, cracks and bleeds, outbreaks, but entirely
and is often very painful. The blood of the cause for all skin
acid in the blood dries up the diseases.
.
Nothing equals S. S. S. in the
natural oils of the skin, caustroubles
ing a dry, feverish, hardened treatment of these the
gencondition and giving it a leath- and for building up
Get a bottle of S.
ery appearance. Acne makes eral health.
its appearance on the face in S. S. from1 the drug store today
the form of pimples and black- - and begin a treatment that will
our
heads, and is particularly dis-- o bring real relief. Write for and
diseases
skin
on
treatise
agreeable because of its
Adappearance. Psoriasis, any medical advice free.
Swift
Laboratory,
409
comes
dress
a scaly disease,
in
patches on different .parts"" of Atlanta, Ga.
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Hudson for

s

Picturie Frames
Fourth St.

and

Copper

Ave.

Wallace Hesselden

General Contractor

t

i

We are In a position to give
tntim VfllllA l thn tnnimv than
jiny other BUILDING IIRM In

-

fi-i-

OBloe With

.

The Superior Lum--.
ber & Mill Co, r

Glass, Paint
linnmnrrc)
IUJ LJLIfl Cement Pln--

W

Lumber Company
Albuquerque
NOllsTI FIRST STREET
422

i
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Harden
Slow TraiiL Through Arkansas
Fast Express Compared to Red if
Cross Journey From Rumania

Defends

n

J
(
(By IforniiiK Journal
Wire) . ,
London, May 8. In an eventful j'along the way. The engineer mateh-- f
Led
the engine.
light from Jassy, the Rumanian canHal. the American "Red Cross mission ..jrp. Was nn phlerly Russinn of Rol-t- o
Rumania, which now has arrived in: shevilti opinion, ami had to bo fed
liondon, escaped from Odessa thirty-- , wth rubles and cognac almost as f x
hours before the Germans entered ouently- as the engine required wood,
if, only to be fired upon hy a German nP carricd his family with him tn a
battery In the rkraine 200 miles norjb i,ox ,,lvr next t0 the emdne, and when-o- f
the famous lileack ea port..
lever meals or other domestic affairs
The German shells did no damage required his at tention he stopped the'
to the' Red Cross train, falling ahout train and went '"home" to his box car.
l.alf a'mile from it, but several memEngineer Quits Throttle.
bers of the mission breathed a 'sigh of
.Tust outside Odessa, the engineer
relief when the bombardment chnic to became dissatisfied With the flow Of
an end after five minutes, which had rubles and cognac" 'and went on a
Beemea nw nours.
The French officers tried to
(strike-.When the mission toft Jassy It was renron with him but he was obdurate
known that the journey likely would and departed, with the engine and tlie
be dangerous.
Reports in Jassy as to boxuar, leaving' the remainder of the
the whereabouts of the Germ-intrain standing on the main line, ,
varied greatly but it was fairly clear
He hud chosen
rather a critical
that they were within fifty1 or sixty .time, for reports were current Oer- miles 'or Odessa 'and that their ad- 'initns were likely to reach the
vance parties might te encountered ,at any moment. Alter some railway
delay
along the line.
,
succeeded In finding another
distinction Was I'nliUely.
pngineer ami engins and the .train pro,. .
Most of the passenners oft the train ceeded.
were officers and privates of the
As'a matter of fact German' 'batFrencl) military mission to Rumania, talions ontered Odessa' only thirty-si- x
and It, was hardly to be expected that hours aftet the Americans passed
German or Ruerilla bands would make through the city and it iff
bnble
any careful distinction in favor of a that some of their advance parties alfew American Red Cross uniforms.
ready were' in the suburbs at the time
The American Red Cross .mission the engineer went on strike..
left on the third of six train which
Trench Arc
carried the allied missions from Jassy.
The striker apparently" suffered a
The first train left at noon, March 9. Change of heart soon uftT'he left the
and the other trains followed at inter- ' train, for the next day wsen the train
'
vals of two or three hours.
was 100 miles or so beyond Odesso, he,
Each train was provided wTTh food with his engine, and '"home," caught
for a,. month. There was no dining up with the train."
He begged the French offteers to
cars, and the food was cooked in two
military food kitchens abandoned by take him back on their own term
Russian troops, which were carried The French declined to retnstate the
on a freight enr On the end of the old engineer, and the last scn of him
i
he was taking his engine and box car
train,
Three other freight cars loaded with backward! on the return trip to south
rails, ties and railway Iron also wore Russia.
carried so thai the road could bo repaired quickly in case of accident or
IS EXCITED
if the Germans had torn up the line. SNOWFLAKE
Most Extraordinary Combination.
BY EXTENDED OIL BOOM
The train on which the Americans
traveled was one of the morU extraor'
"
dinary combination of railway rolling
' "
.
...
stock ever seen. American
doqtora boom nas struck m.s coi.m.
and officers bad a third class sleeping time the boom was confined to tlie
car, while the nurses had a second Ilolbrook vicinity, Vint now covers the
class sleeper.
section from about Holhrook to Snow-flakand south as far as Dry Lake,
Both cars were of ancient Russian
Hundreds of acres are plastered
vintawe and without water supply or
healing facilities.' The French offi- with claims and machinery has been
cers had sleeping cars, some Russian ordered by some of the prospective
Rcfore the end of fhe!
and some Rumanian, but the privates companies.
to use ordinary year a number of drills will be puncwere compelled
turing the earth round about in search
freight cars of nondescript types and
"
of the great lake of wealth which
two or three passenger cars.
some
is located
claim
The engine dated back to 1876 and geologists
burned wood which was picked up where in this section.
-
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F. t'MBRAGE

West Marble
ISABEL SCLMVAN
523 West Tijeras
MARY McOONALB
813 North Eighth
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McDonald
Frances
- 81.1
North Eighth

FRANCES CAMPBELL
508 Koiilfr Third
BEJtNlCli WALTER
08 Koiilh Anio '
BEATRICE GALLIER
(No Address) ,
GEORGE HOOK
714 South Anto
'
1'EARL TAYIiOR
810 West Iron
SI'SANNA GILPIN f
511 South Thlrrt
'
HfXKS KAT
721 South Wiiltei'
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518 West Marquette
SERAFINA
TORIRIO
Indian School
JOSE W. GARCIA
Indian School
JOSEPinNE LI I'E

Indian ScluS)l
'VIRGIL MOFFITT

Belen, N. M.
CARL RICHMOND
801 North Eleventh
STOTTKO
ANDREWS
1315 West Tijerus
HF.LEX
l)AVIDSON
413 South Broadway"
' Rl'BY OWEN
i
1200 West Iron
EMMETT YAFGIIEY, Jr
(No Address)
FLORENCI.: FED Ell
South HlRli .
110,7
TKD GAI,LIER ;
(Stt Ailtlress)
EDWARD IKXIK
'711 South Arno
JCIJA GOXZA1.ES ',.
1324 South Broadway
LOIS
ZIMMERMAN
213 South Sixth.
'MOSBY WOLF
318 West Mara net to
MARY WEISENHACII '
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Supreme Court holds
County Commissioners Can't
Give
Assessor Power to
Others to Prepare Rolls,

Smth Walter

tiPICIL COHIinNDINCI TO HORNINS JONLl
Santa Fe, May. X. The district court
for Socorro county was reversed in'

one case and affirmed tn another by
the state supreme court in opinions
written by Supreme Court Justice C. J.
liobcrts, the other two judges con-

curring.

.

United States Tubes
and Tire Accessories
Have All the Sterling Wtrth
and Wear that Make United

Wn-ben- o,

States Tires

Supreme.

FOR NEW

eONRCtPONDENCt

East Las Vegas,

TO

do for you.
" Y6M can
depend on them for continuous
service,
most mileage at lowest mileage cost.
Buy your tires on the sound business
basis demanded by war times.
Equip with United States Tires.
Thereare five United States treads. One

will exactly fit your particular conditions
of motoring.
;' ;V
Our nearest Sales and Service Depot
dealer will be glad to assist.you in selection..
Ask his advice.
.

TRIALSARE ARGUED
SPICIAL

Ecdriomy

g

The most economical tires are those
which will give you greatest use pf your car.
That's just what United States Tires will

I

Forty convicts
have left for Demlng to work on a
road in Luna county, making a total
of 200 prisoners out of a total of 4
nowyworklng on the roads. Another
convicts is to be
camp of seventy-fiv- e
established in wes-erSocorro county.
e
thirty-threThere are
convicts in
nacr
camp
Alaniogiirdo and twenty at
ICscondldo.
J. J. ('lough who escaped
from one of the road camps with four
others, has been apprehended In
Wis., and will be returned to
'
serve out his sentence.

MOTIONS

Tire-buyin-

Your car must give greater service this
year than ever before.
You need it more.
It speeds up your work increases your
working power.
The highest car economy lies in utmos
service.

JOURNAL

MONNINO

The Real Meaning of

MORNINS JOURNAL)

X, M., May 8.

Motions for new trial were argued
here Monday in the cases of John B.
Middleton and Tom Seymour, recently
convicted in' Santa Kosa of the murder of Francisco Servo.', and Andre
Induerian, respectively. The state
resisted sharply. The defendants were
represented by Judge E. R. Wright of
Santa Fe and o, A. Janazolo of this
city. Judge David .1. Tcahy will' give
on assessment
books and his decision
work
later.
300.
to
The
supremo
amounting
court's syllabus is Important and
Two New Members.
in iin effect, saying:
Santa Fe, May 8. The University of
the
of
"Whore, by law,
perduty
Chicago and J. H. Slnnock of Philaforming certain work is cast upon a delphia, today became members of
official
for which
designated county
the New Mexico Archaeological sociecompensation Is provided by law, It Is ty
and, Mrs. Joseph Hersch of Santa
not bompetent for'the board of county
commissioners to employ other per. Fe of tho Santa Fe Society at the
sons to do the work required of such Archaeological Institute,
county official and pay for such serTWO SONS IN SERVICE,
vices. The duty of preparing the as
sessment roll rests upon tho county
WIDOW BUYS WAR BOND
assessor and a contract made bv the
Imard of county commissioners with a
tt.KCIAL CO.HC.PONDCNCk TO MOHNINQ iOURV L
private individual to do such vyork is
tiiiowflake, Ariz., May S. In the
XT
'
"
ultra vires.
,
drive for Third Liberty- Itonds, Snow- flake was asscsse.l .fJO.OOO. on 'the
Italy's Aims in (he W'nrY
last day. of the drive it was dlxcovcred
Santa Pe,, May 8. 'Arrangements
that Hnowflukc h;ul gone over the top
are being made to have Lieut. TJruno
This, i3 considered extraby Jl.f.ilrt.
"oselll of the Italian army lecture In
as this community i strictly
ordinary
Santa Fe on museum night next week.
a fannlTis' and
k, srowlnj? section,
He is on his way to I.os Angeles from
and with Snowflake clalminn only 80t)
Macon, c,a. Ills topic is the aims and
.
.
Ideals of Italy in the present war. He
population.
was formerly professor of art and re
One case of sacrifice and patrotism
is that of .Mis. Sarah Richardson, a
cently delivered lectures at Johns
Hopkins university being Introduced
widow, whose two - sons, MarK and
by President Goodnow of that famous
Lynn, her only children, are In the
university.
service, Lynn in France and Mark In
Camp KeUrny, yet "Mrs. Richardson
boutfht.a Liberty Bond.
In this drive there are 196 subscribers apd none of them have taken
bonds as an investment, all making
- i
r.
sacrifices.
The case reversed and remanded is
that of the City of Socorro, appellee,
vs. George K. rook, appellant, involving title to a tract of land originally
deeded by the City of Socorro. The
case affirmed is state ex rel
Miera, appellant, vs. N. A.
Field, treasurer of Kocorro couijty,
appellee, a mandamus case to compel
the treasurer to pay two warrants for

-
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ISABEL PINARI)
800 North Eighth
ISABEL SILLIVAN
(No AdilresN)
LEO ITRTH LEW1NSON
(05 ' Liimi Btu'd.
SCOTT KNIGHT
Grand Ccntrul Hotel
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FORTY CONVICTS

CONTEST

(Jio Address) "
FRANCES ,
ELD
201 Soiitll Higli
GRACE EI.OISE BOREN j
20 McKlnlcy
EOI IS KIiI.EMEN "

mm

n

"The Katzenjammer Kids."

'

mm

j

HIRED

"

anf

at Governor's' Palace,

Kunta Fe, .May 8. The library of
the Museum of New Mexico today ob
tained through Col. Ralph E." Twitch-el- l,
one of the regents, a copy 'of tho
Makoffin papers, from tho
archives of tho Kansas Historical sov. 10. Conciety .whose secretary,
nolly, sent the first c,op.v of the papers
to have been made for Xew Mexico to
Colonel Twltchell.
Magoffin preceded General Kearny
to Santa Fe and. took assurances to
Governor Armijo that the American
troops came only to give peace and
protection to the inhabitants of Now
Mexico. Ills first Jotter among tho
papers tells of the fiasco of Governor
Armijols intended defense at Glorleta
Maximilian Harden has come to the of the Mexican sovereignty, and redefense of Prince Uchnowsky, Ger- counts the reception
General
given
man ambassador to Great Dritaln in Kearny, saying among other
things:
1914, who recently bared negotiation"
'"The Palace? was crowded and many
just prior to the outbreak of war bottles of
generous wine was drunk."
showing the German
responsibility,
. Further die tells of General
and who said: "The German governKearny
ment deliberately destroyed the pos- attending high mass and describes
sibility of a peaceful settlement."
then " a splendid ball at the palace,
Harden says: "To such a pass has which was
universally attended by nil
the German national conscience been the
respectable .citizens of the cltyy-anreduced that today one hears not one
passed off In handsome style."
word of homage to the generous intentions
of a prince (Lichnowsky)
Magoffin ,in clalmlnsNcompensation
who entered the lists in defence of for American propaganda and bribes
democracy.
in enabling Kearny to make
"one might hold one's peai e In si- expended
lent contempt but for the fact that a peaceful conquest of Xew Mexico,
after three and a half years of war for which he had been engaged by
the relchstag, still turning a deaf ear President Polk himself, reveals many
to every appeal for a thorough, and Intimate and interesting details of life
.
.,n(5 tnn ,..,,..
independent research into me origins .,, sa..,a
of the war. continues - to believe the state as well ns
Chihuahua.
in
thick
thin
and
the legend
through
.Congress finally voted him J.10,000
Germany and to bang the door in the .for the losses he hart sustained during
face of anybody who has the courage the threo years that he was In charge
it.
0 throw doubt-oof the secret propaganda fur this na"The august party leaders vent
In New Mexico. The papers will
their siiite on the author of memoirs tion
which were indiscreetly published and be published in a future number of
passed as contraband to foreign coun- El Pnlaeio.
tries. They treat him (Lichnowsky)
as though he were a maniac, an idiot,
as their grandfathers treated Bismarck when be had not yet reached
his fame."

.

MIIJJREP ZIRIH'T
1J'0 East $lver
REGJNALI? G. FISHER
P. O, Box' 176
ROBERT O. FISHER
11 , Bx J70
, PAITj . H. HARM AN

ul

Tell of Gen,,';Kearney's Visit
to New", Mexico, "and Grand

'

The Katzenjammer Kid's contest is over.
But the best is yet to come the Kids themselves tomorrow night at The Crystal. Here
is a list of the lucky ones who walked
off with
the prizes offered in The Journal, while some
of you azy ones were "asleep on your job."
'The tickets are good for tomorrow night
call for them any time today or tomorrow
at
the Journal office.
THE WINNERS

United States "fires
are Good Tires

PAPERS

'Magoffin Documents

So-call- ed

11iiit-!ieai'c- li

MARGARET
MONTOYA
"22 - South Fifth
GRAHAM
DOIIOTIH
310 ' hoiitJi Edith
MARTIN ZIRHIIT
,
fffi' Kus Silver

PAST

K
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PRIZE WIXXKItS

PEEP

Lichnowsky

-

.

Miss Anna Held
Is Near

...

Lemon Juice.
,
v For Freckles

Sill'

T,

j Girls!

Make beauty' lotion at
home fjr a,f,w cento, Try Itl

LONGEST STEELSPAN,
BRIDGE IN STATE IS

d,

V.J

8oueeze .the Juice of two lemons Into
a bottle containing three .ounces of
orchard white, shake well, and you
have a quarter pint of the best freckle
and tan lotion, and complexion
at very, very small cost.
Your grocer has the lemons and any
arug store or, toilet counter will supply
three ounces, of orchard white for a"
few cent3. Massage this sweetly fragrant lotion intb the face, neck, arms
and hands each day and see 'how
freckles and blemishes disappear and
how clear, soft and white tho kln becomes, Tea! It U haimloss.
beau-tifie-
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Santa Fe, May 8. State Engineer
James A. French Is receiving protests
against the construction of a $12,000
brldee 'across the Rio Orando river
at Barranca, on the ground that the
expense at, this time is unneces'sary.
The longest steel span of any bridge
In thi Estate,
Vas , completed today
across f ho Canadian or Tied river near
Roy, Jlora count v. .. It la .100 feet long
-

r,

.. ... ,''

COLFAX LEADS

Death

U

Costs- $20,000.

Journal Want Ads bring results.

i"

"

800; ."Union,
$128, 750; Kio.

r

$158,600;" San'Juan,
Arriba, $106,000; Mora,
$i",30u; Taos, $211,000; Sandoval, $16,.

...

4011.

MAJ. BIRKNER TRIAL
BEGINS ON MONDAY
Smila Fe, May 8. 'Juana Ra Mat a
N'avajo wonian, was found "guilty In
federal court of 'selling liiuor to an
Indian.
Monday, the trial of Major John M.
Hlrkner of Nebraska, unfier me sediI..CCIAL COMttrONDINCI TO MOMNINO JOU.NAkl
Santa Fo, May S. Flnul. rviurt on tion charge, will open. Attorneys A.
!he Liberty Loan drivo shows that tho Ij. Henehnn and Carl Gilbert have
been retained Jiy the defense. ' '"'"
northern counties of New lexloo,
under the leadership of District Judge
County Dcmocratlo Clialnnail. "W
Reed Holloman, subscribed ' 211 per
Santa Fe. May 8. At a coiue.ence
of democrirts or this section, Adolphua
cent, of its quota', r a total of
the quota being $1,078,000. ' F. Hill, assistant secretry of state; fra
ColfaK county led with $861,750; elected county chairman of. the demothen came San Miguel, $394,000, cratic party, succeeding J. W,
'1
Santa Fe, $270,600; McKlnley, '$256.- ;
resigned.

LIBERTY DRIVE

"
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Nor-men- t',

'
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r
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BACKACHE, KIDNEY
AND BLADPER TROUBLES

Fnr centurle

all over the world OOI.D
rellet
cn9 nt
lame back, lumbago, .rlatlca. rbeumallsm.
Kallntonra,
gravel and all oihi-- r affections
of the kldticyi, liver, stomac-h-.
blafliler and
lllert
It acta quickly. It (loea the
work- - It cleanaca your kltney
and purlfica
the blood. It makea a new man. a tiexr
wonian of you.i It frequently warda off attack of the dread and fatal dl.raaea of the
kldneya. It often completely curea the
of tha bodv,
dt.eaaea of the .nra-anallied with the lilnAder and kidney. Bloody
or cloudy urtoe, aedlment. or "tuick-dust- "
Indicate' so unhealthy condition,
MRDAI.
Hatrlpm Oil a affnrdoa
In thniutand.
upon thou.nml. of

Do n'ot delay a minute If your back
or you ar. aure aero. th loin sr Mhaa,
tka
o to your drug- - '
difficulty when urinating.
once
at
and
glut
get a box of tin port. i
GOLD MEDAI, Haarlem Oil Cawulea. They
are pleaaant and ea.y tn taka. They dl.-olIn the stomach and the kldneyg aoak,
up the oil like a .ponge due water.
thoroughly clean., and waalr out the Madder and kftinev. gnd throw off th Inflammation which Is the cause of tlie trouble.-You- r
druggist will, cheerfully refund yaur
money If you ar not nattafied after
few
day. use. Accept only the pure, original
OOI.D1 MBDAI. Maarltm Oil Capeulea. None,
'
other genuine.
.'
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.

PHONE YOUR ORDERS IN. NO
SOLICITORS. ALL GOODS

CONFER ENGE OF

COURT ROOM IS

DKUVEKED.
MONEY
PAY CASH-SA- VE
DELIVERIES For Lowlands. S a.
m. and 2 p. m. For Highlands, 10
de-

118 WEST CENTRAL AVE.

Plumbers; Hot Water and Steam Heating; Tinners

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
PHONE

0 WITH

F

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
.
.ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

S1&.

WARWORKERSTO

.W.W.TRAGTS

i

n. m. nud
liveries.

.

r

No special
r

HOUSE OF
PICTURES AND

HIGH-CLAS-

"

Phone 624

TODAY

GONVEWE

p. m.

LAST TIME TODAY

THEDA BARA

TODAY

TEA

Pound, of

170

Arrived yesterday; Cclyon!and India; English Breakfast, Uncolored Japan. Many more pounds' to arrive
for our spring stock,, for you know we pretend to be the
largest tea dealers in this part, of the state.
We hope we may announce in a day or so that our

HOMER

STOKE

V

:

GROCERY

CRESCENT
'

n.

WARlJ
S15 Marble Avenne

MORNINa JOultNAk

fPCCI.L

WIRt)

LCASED

he
Chicago, May 8. A split in
ranks of the Industrial Worker? of
the1 World, 112 of whom are on trial
for sedl'iouR conspiracy here, resulted
today, when cour.Bel for the defense,
threatened to wWhdraW from the case
unlets an attempt by the radical
to practice sabotage against the
federal , strict court Is halted Immediately.
Judge K. M. I.andls had Just warned the defendants that further atperiodicals
tempts to plce I.
where Jurors might find them would
not be tolerated. When George F.
Vanderveer, chief cousel for the defense arid a c'onservalivs leader, stopped before the prisoners and shouted:
'If any more papers are brought
in.tq this building
threatening this
court in event a verdict of gulltyi'we

ROBERT JONES
Coal and South Walter

W.-W-

s

T YRIC THEATER!
I
Li LAST TIME TODAY

i

--

--

Harold

U-''

luit.'.'.

IN

,,

.

II
i j:

.

t

2:30 to 6:30.

Night

Extra fancy California Apples,
Tangerines, Grapefruit,
Oranges, Asparagus, New Beets,
.

group, out on bail, said they could not

33c

Palladia

Matteucci,

Groceries
01 W. Ttjeras.

Co,

J

tM Meats
Phones

4f5-4t- 8

!

Strong Brothers
undertaKers

PROMPT SERVICE. PHONE

STRONG
AND SECOND.
75.

,1

.

,

BLt,
-

OOPPEB

-

-

-

7:30 to 11:30.

means the entf," he replied.
The publication to which Judge
was In Albuquerque yesterday,
lie Landis called uttentlon, the Industrial
was en, route home from' a trip to Worker, of Seattle, Wash'., . warned
Ohio, where he accompanied the body the court government prosecutors and
of his sister-in-la.,
jurors that "200.000 melmbers are
Charles Springer, chairman of the awaiting the verdict" ano "will reexecutive committee of the State member."
Council of Defense, arrived in the city
Judge Landis characterized it as a
last night from Santa Fe. .He will be clear attempt to practice sabotage
the guest of honor at the Rotary club against the court and Jury,
luncheon today.
8, ,ii
President Vic Culberson of the New
Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' as- HEAVIER PENALTIES-FOsociation, writes to headquarters heri
VIOLATORS
OF
that good rains have fallen over the
southwestern part .of the state and as
FQ0D REGULATIONS
a result tne cattlemen are jubilant.
According to reports .which have
Capt. Ben.Scovell will ,not speak at been received, by- the local food adthe Rotary- luncheon "this noon or at ministration the Red Cross is richer
the T. M. C. A. tonight as was prev. by 2, 000 as a result of
penalties ini
Scovell fllcted upon seven ' retail grocers In
iously announced. Captain
sent word last night that he would not Buffalo, N. Y.', last
Saturday. The rebe able to reach. Albuquerque today.
port was received In connection with
The Stockmen's Guaranty Loan advices upon the.
assessing of penal-tie- s
company,. in- a suit filed
yestemtRy.m
by the local administration.
the district- '.court,- - asks judgment
In the past the New. Mexico adminagainst D. F. Harrington in thr sum istration has assessed only very light
oC 100. It is alleged that' the defendpenalties and each time allowed the
ant; executed a promissory note, duo erring ' dealer to purchase small
December 20. 1917. which is unpaid amounts of Liberty Bonds as his
and relief is asked through' the court.
'. ,.
Ml.roembefs .or, the Loyal order of It Is .generally believed that the
Moose are urged to be present at a, penalties assessed In this state are
special- meeting to be held at 8 o'clock unusually light and the state admintonight in Judge""'.' C. Heacock's of- istrator has been advised by an asfice. Pastime theater building. Officers sistant' of Herbert "Hoover to make
will be elected.
were held them heavier. This will be done In
at the last regular meeting. Refresh- the fat are and Instead of being allowments will be served after the bust-ne- ed to make the best Investment in the
'
session.
;
world today the- dealers who Ignore
Frank B. Romero, who has been' orders will receive a penalty which
agent for the 'Morning Journal , In will cause them a loss.
Santa Fe, and Max It. Read, also a.'
resident of the Ancient City, enlisted POPULAirFrLUNEilF
In the. navy here
yesterday and left
last night for El Paso. Ralph Roy-ba- l,
STORE CHANGES HANDS
another- resident of Santa Fe',
tried to enlist in the navy but was reMrs. C. E. W. Davis, who for some
jected. He returned home last night.
Mr. und Mrs. B. F. Fillmore, of El time past hua been ovner and handled
Paso, Tex.', are iii the city on a visit to the business of the Fergusort. Millinery
relatives. Mrs. Renner, and Mr. arid store, 109 South Fourth street, has
Mfs; C. A. Hudson; 817 West Gold ave-- " sold out to the Straussenback Mlllfh-er- y
nue. Mr. Fillmore says El Paso Is a
company, and glvea Immediate
little dull Just at present, but every- -' possession. This store will be known
body down there anticipates a good in the future as "The Hat Shop." Mrp.
business during the summer and par. Davis wishes to thank the ladles of
tlcularly on the opening of the fall Albuquerque and vicinity for their pa
season.
tronage, and she leaves the store, hop
Miss Gertrude Vaile, director of the ing the new firm not entirely new to
Bureau, of ; Civilian Relief, Denver, Albuquerque-j-m- ay
enjoy the same exColo., arrived In the city last night. cellent patronage In the future that
The lady will be here all day today, has been xtended to her in the
and will confer with the heads of the Miss Caiherln Hill will continue past.
her
various Red Cross workers here. All corset business with the new
company.
Interested can meet with Miss Vaile
at 11 o'clock this morning at the
Chamber of Commerce building. She SELLING HUDSON:
will be the guest of Mrs. Louis H
SUPER-SI- X
MOTOR CARS
'
feld.
,
Charlea W. Tally and Paul R. Ross,
B. B. Elkins, the. distributor for the
who applied to the local draft board a
few days ago' for service as locomo- Hudson Super-Si- x
motor cars, made
tive firemen in the engineers branch two sales the past few days and has
of the army, have been ordered to several excellent prospects In view
leave here on May 20 for
which will no doubt materialize into
Meade Md. John O. Fishburn,Camp
who actual purchases before the end) of
applied for service as telephone and the present week. The favorite buyers
telegraph lineman, has been ordered to are
people, namely: Mrs.
report at Leon Springs, Tex.,' leaving Adeltna
of Santa Fe,
here on the same date. ',
and W, W. Wagner, of Estancia.
The circles of the Ladies' Aid and
Missionary society of the First BapPlenty of good strawberries, two
tist church will meet this afternoon boxes, 23c, J, A. Skinner.
'
at 8 o'clock at the following
places
Circle 1 with Mrr. C. T. Taylor. 305
V
BITTNER HOUSE ;.
North Edith; Mr. W. M.
Hayward, 810)4 South First. Nice clean rooms;
leader of devotional. Circle 2 with light housekeeping rooms. Phone 221.
Mrs. T. A. Stubbs, 702 West Coal;!
Mrs.
Shakespeare,
leadtr of devotional. THE PARIS SHOE STORE
Circle 3, with . Mis. Hendricks; 9t7 P. MATTEUCCI. 1 OS N. 1ST. ST.
South Edith; , Mrs. H. F. Willlama.
WORK DONE ELECTRICALLY.
leader of devotional.
Circle 4, with Free Call and Delivery. Phone 1054.
Mrs. W. L. Hawkins, 619 North
Third;
Miss Cokor, leader of devotional.
Orders taken for service flan.
Women of American Army, 91S West
'
ikhu Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE
"
W.S.8.
"',
, CHAITAUQUA QUARANTORS.
;
Strawberries, two baskets 2Se. 3.
All Chautauqua guarantors ara
'
SklnnVr.
.
Quested to meet with the local chan X.
tauqua committee at the Y. M. C. A.
:;;";'B..M. 'WILLIAMS
this evening at 7:30 o'clock. - i., .". ,,
'vDentist "
A. E. PARKER, President. Rooms 1 and
1, Whiting Building
:
W.S.S.
s; ..
Phone - No. M.
two
baskets
ntrawoernea,
25c, J.
Corner Second and Gold.
.

Turnips, Carrots, fresh Tomatoes, Spinach, Head Lettuce,
Rhubarb.
MarNhmallow Cream, can, 15c
Premulm Oleomargarine,
pound

.

guarantee ngninst organization propaganda finding1 Its ay into court.
"Aren't you making love to the
government,
aaderveer," asked one
of the radicals.'
"We have leen patient too long
with your radical moves, and one more

in Five Reel
SCREEN TELEGRAM ONE REEL

Matinee

'

Hurried conference of defendants
who had Just een given a recess ,were
held, but radical members of the

"THEMetroLANDLOPER"
Feature

I

--

pen-altle- a.

LOCAL ITEMS

.

.

The war conference which is
held here today-antomorrow rrn)-ise- s
to draw a. large attendance, not
only from all over the slate but prominent workers from outside of the
state as well. , Agents and officers of
the federal : government, representatives of the state agricultural college,
state, county and city officials; heads
of labor unions, Y. M. C. A., Y, W. C.
A. and K. of C. representatives, social
workers, ministers, financial
agents,
county school superintendents, teachers, doctors, editors. Red Cross, workers, und, in fact.jevery agency in the
state having anything to do with prosecuting the war; will be on hand to
tnke part In" the deliberations.
The conference will hegln at 1:30
this afternoon' at the Chamber of
Commerce.
For the purpose of expediting matters sectional meetings
will be held, Tonight at 8 o'clock
theie will be a mass meeting. at the.
higfi school auditorium. Prominent
spe ikersi will address this meeting,
among them belng'Gov. W. E. Lindsey
and Lieut. Paul Perigord.
A large number of
men
will be present; according to information received at, headquarters here.
Thel conference will be held on Friday. Laurence ee will give a resume
of tlie
donq o far in New Mexico. C. M. Bottii will read a paper on
"Service..", f Fred Nicholas, local chair,-mafor Socorro county, will talk on
men.
the work' of the
to.-l-

.

Pullman,

Cat.

MarUa A Thorn. Taxi. Pkoae 173.
B. F. Bruce of Bland, N. M., was in
the city yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel PaVeugbe of
Wagon Mound, N. M., ware visitors In
the city yesterday.
Probate Judge J. A. Garcia y Sanchez will hold session of court on Saturday morning at 10'o'cloCk.
The Ladles' Aid society of the Presbyterian chur:h will meet in the

church parlors this afternoon' at

3

o'clock.
Stated

convocation of Rio. Grande
chapter No. 4, R. A. M.. this evening
at 7:30. All visiting companions are
welcome.
'
Homer E. Eakes. enlisted In the
quartermaster's c6rps of the army
here yesterday and left for El Paso.
Dr. P. G. Cornish will leave this
morning for Gallup where he has been
called on professional business. ' He
will return tonight.
Miss Mildred O'Brien, who recovered frbm a recent illness, and mother,
loft yesterday afternoon for their
home In McKecsport, Pa.
A marriage license was Issued
to Nellie F. Sullivan,. 88, of
Albuquerque, and Harmon F. Wacht,
i
34, of Dcs Moini'.s, la.V Santa Fe visitors In Albuquerque
Ralph
yesterday were: Mr. and Mrs.
Henderson, Porter Jones - and State

French.
, The Ladies Aid society of the Con
gregational church will meet this
afternoon at the home ef Mrs. J. 11
Colllster, '711 North" Eighth street.
J. A. Hazol. secretury and treasurer
of the Great Western Oil and Refining
company or Ronwell, and Zach S. Tay
lor, the organizer, are in the city on
business.
i
t
f
Frank Andrews, national forest examiner at the district headquarters of
the forst service', returned Tuesday
night from a stay of two weeks on the
Maaano forest, , ....
Herman Blueher has been awarded
Judgment in the .district court against
C. Lucerd' and "Damlcio Lucero for the
sum of S07.17, with interest at 6 per
cent from September 10, . 1917.. and
Engineer James

A.

",
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PRICES
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W.
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of Commerce

Frank Trotter

.

11A

WEST GOLD

S.

s.

suits pressed

'REE

Waaiaa

SM M

Will be in his Office Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday ' and Saturday of
this week.
308
West Central Avenue. Phone
1-

to for Appointments.

pbona

HEATER

B TTODAY AND

MR. WALLACE IREID

of flee phone

ii--

HAY FEVER
C. H. CONNER,

M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 055. Residence, S2S

FRKSn

CHOCOLATE
CHOCOLATES
LOS ANGELES

By BKI'LAH

ADMISSION.

10c; 0 to 11

'

by ROBERT

THOKNBY.

ADULTS, 15c; CHILDREN.

'"tf" To

CRYSTAL THEATER,

Second and Central
"Grlnutbaw Wants to See You"

10c

night

"The Brat Anyrlonn Musical Play That Has Bien Written in Years."
Charles Darnton, N. Y. Eve. World.
R16INAL
NEW YORK

STANLEY KOBIELA,
TAILOR.
N. T. Armljo Building. Room 29.
Corner Central and Second Sts.
SUITS MADE TO ORDER.
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

'lafc.

PRODUCTION

Aav

aaov

s

JOHAf COKT

V1

jscr

i

J. 1

PRESM7J

hitniNjreARsn n

Wo have in stock the following
used curs which we want to move
tills week and Iwll accept any reasonable offer. A chance to get an
automobile for a little money If
you will come quick. First come
the bacon.
f
gets
1
Touring Paige Car.

Bulck Touring
Chalmers Touring

B-2- 5

Car.
Car.

Model 30 Bulck Car,
with Truck Body.
New Mexico Motor Corporation
Phone 748. 323 West Central Ave.
W

WITH A NOTABLE NEW YORK CAST OF PRINCIPALS

.

PRETTY GIRLS. MUSIC. COSTUMES & SCENERY.
20 Delightful Musical Numbers. 3 Big Acts.
Don't Miss This.
ATTRACTIVE
50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50
SEATS ON SALE AT MATSON'S
PRICES

10

FRIDAY, MAY

CIRCUS

movie

KIDS

DANCING

FOR YOUNGSTERS,

pmCES-$1.0- 0,

J,jPIu

lO

;

..

Bryant's Delivery

A SECOND
FORTY PEOPLE

SIDEWALKS

;

For Any Kind of Hauling.
.
Phone 501
S I

LADIES!

A SCREAM

GIRLS

Beautiful Costumes !

BUNGALOWS,
: Prichard & Prichard

General Contractors and Builders
Phone 945 A
207 W. Gold

Let Us Send a Man

Call and get a thimble-- it's
FREE. ; v.
OTWELL DRUG CO.

to Replace That Broken

Window
Glass.
LUMBER1 CO.
ALBUQUERQUE
'

Phone

ai.

as

,

N.--

Mm.

Novel Effects !

GROWN-UP-

75c,

EVERYBODY

S

and

CerruCLump

50c

.

'

Hallll COQI CO.
f

Varmio?

Z'Z

PHOKB
vv;;
, ,
.. S
ANTHRACITE, ALL SIZES f STEAM COA&
Joke, Mill Wood, Factory Wood, Cord Wood, Native Kindling,

'v,'

Per Cent War Tax

' SEATS ON SALE AT MATSON'S WEDNESDAY

)

Directed

2

A LAUGH
A MINUTE

BEBBERr SdpfTCl4N
Citizens Bnk Bldr.

to

1

GRIMSHAW'S

Hours of Mirth and Music
The Classiest of All Musical Comedies and
the World's Greatest Fun Show; The Original

;Vj

BIX.

SHOP

KKt ZEN JAMMER

.

MARIE

Belter Than "The World Apart" or the "Golden Kolter"

1

:'ftf Not:a

A SHOW

'

IN

"THE HOSTAGE"

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Finger Surgery.
.

TOMORROW

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
PARAMOUNT Presents

In

MORE FUN THAN A

SINGING

PIANIST.

1083

Crystal Opera House
1--

15c 10c

WITH, ANTONIO MORENO AS THE STAR

. .

t

.

2

.

"THE NAULAHKA"

Nona

1

Night Cook ot Once.
Pullman Cafe
.1111

,

.

Do Not Miss The Great Attraction Tomorrow

and Throat, Aathnm, Hay
Kevrr, Catarrhal DrnfnrM. OncldVntal
Ufa Hide, Third aud Onld. Knldnce
Ear,

1

.WANTED

qnqnlyht

i

Used Cars For Sale

SPECIALIST

DR. KING.

Phone

Oattnpnlhle

$1.25.

FITTED
Dir.HT

CJ

5c

10c

BEST MUSIC IN CITY BY TALENTED

PHONE 587
AND
CALL
DELIVERY
BATCH'S OLD STAND

DR. H. M. BOWERS

Store, O. A. Mataon A Co.. Grlmnliaw's

fc

.

$1

or Mrs. n. B. Ferguson, or by phoning
the chairman of the Membership committee. No. 1331--

V

PRICI'.si-

Evening

The best Invested money In a
building Is a good set of plans.
Come to the office and let us talk
over your building proposition.

Contract plan. Colnntbia Cleaning Co.
Delivery. Fhoue 6U0. '
W.S.S. - Persons who wish te rmew or take
out memberships in the Red Cross
ran do so by calling at Strong's Book

.a&r

ONLY

REGENERATES If

in "THE

Matinee

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

for

arranged

SUITS CLEANED,
Four

TODAY

!!

ALSO A GOOD COMEDY

Ope

;

w.

TUCATCD

Architect

WANTED Capable, exper
ienced salesman in piece goods.
m
Apply
THE ECONOMIST.

-- w. s. s.- Livery and saddle tones. Trimble's
Alfalfa In car lota. Chaa, Donlia, Red
Barn..
'
Hooper, Colo.
yfm 8. fl
.
.
...
ARMIJCS IAXI J.INE.
Two Oakland pars on day and night
TELl -- lTVMDELIVERy
service.
rates by .the hour.
Voar bafffage troBMea. Pbona tM, Phone iti.Clwsip
,
,

:

GOODS-NE-

Admission, 35 and 50c; Few
Seals at 75c mid $1.00;
Children, 25c.

it
, JE.T.
&dTftft I; !
KvvvuvvvwvwvvvvvVbvvvvvvwvmwwvvvvs
t'THEDA MM AS CLEOrATUA

WALT WHITMAN

.

.

nl kf ldia
tkr a tat, to.gnm

...WV.

and

7

CASH ONLY

Strawberries,' two baskets' 2Se. 3.
,
Skinner.
i
..
vr:tL a.
GENTRYS EGGS
Hawktna, Skinner, Champion, Con- Msrket: BOe dwen
roy and San .To

rr

Ob

NEW

A.

.

mt--

NIhU

.

.

shows
apple orchard in
full bloom and stands of clfalfa.

n,

.

.

com-

piled by Glnrt' gi X. of Boston.

,

!'
.(

bar..........

Bob White Simp. bar.
Armour's Chipped Bt!f, " o.s. . SOe
IU--I
300
Salmon, I lb
.
. 2c
lb
Red Salmon,
. . 25c
K:C Coin Unlit. S for.'..
.12140
Large Can Hominy . . . . .
. . .100
loofe While flats, lb.. . . . .
Weddina Breakfast 'jrrce
.2VAC
. . '. .30
Bulk Peanut Butter, lb.
Walter linker's Chocolate, lb
4(t)
Walter Baker's Cocoa, lb.
...50c
FULL LINE OF QUAKER CEREALS

AGRICULTURE

and the Santa 'Fe railway photographs
showing agriculture by Irrigation In
New Mexico .will dppear In a. new
school text book oji geogranhy com

out-of-to-

.

Walnuts lb
1'iiox Soit),

Cromwell Bldg.

'

Springer Transfer. Co,

'.

Elson Ii. Norris

Through arrangements being

'

Otero-Warre-

i

.

,

N.

Been She Was Not a Hypocrite!
All the, sights,
sceneund
de- -'
stupendous spectacles
vised are as nothing in magnitude or inlulii, In miiKiiifiecnce
inasslvencss or niiiiiilleenee
c
this nmnil'old marvel of nil
ages and oil times. So beautiful
as to make description beg for
words to purl ray and the artist
search his palcite in valuator
eolois with which to picture lt
bentities!
iH'Wilderliig
Time of Shows, Matinees 2 anil i

1!;

y

.

.7.

2."ic,

Ilk

-

W-

;!

.

TEXT BOOKS SHOW

.

'. ,
costs.
Mrs. B. M.' Schutt and daughter of
Gallup are here visiting Mrs. Schutt's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A, Stowell.
E08 South Broadway.
The Schutt's
formerly lived In Albuquerque.
, Marian Sawtelte,.who .has been
working at Gallup for the last month
is here visiting relatives.
He will
leave the last of the week for Vancouver, Wash.,( to work in the ship
'
yards.
O, J. Olln Of El Paso, former ticket
clerk for the Santa Fe railroad here, A. Skinner.
'

t

te

Strawberries, two baskets
Skinner. v ...

s

ss

, .$2,0S
Large Cottolene
. . ,40c
'.
Country Eggs, doz
. . . 7!ic
Compound Lard, 3 lbs...,
.
5 lbs.,..
.$1.25
Compound ljinl,
IiUi-d- .
.
tO
$2.55
lbs...
Conipomul
Silver Leaf Lard, 5 lbs...
.$1.65
. S.t.OO
Silver lcuf Lnrd. 10 lls...
Ulas Jar lirniiii. Peaches. Apricots, 20c
and
Gallon
Pie Fruits, Peache-!iOc
Apricots
La ixo can Sliced I'lneopple ... 20r
Kim- - ho liaising, pkg..
I'iMit

four-minu-

-

Touriit lunches.

Tlieilu I'ara Suiwrprnduclkin,
Wliatevir Cleopatra May Have

A

.

.

ele-nie-

WARD'S

CLEOPATRA

.c

,

No. 57 Coffee has. arrived,
V. S. Food License No.

IN THE MOST SENSATIONAL
CLASSIC OF THE AGES

lie
Conservative Counsel Tells Notables From, New Mexico as DAIRY MAID HOMINY, per can 3.'c
Bacon, lb
2.V
Well as Outside of the State I'eas, Tomatoes. Corn. 2 for
Radicals ''jl They Do Not
v"
Peach and Apple Butter, lb. .30c
in
Desist From .Such Tactics
Expected-- to Participate
C'loverbloom Butter, in.,
350
Small Cottolene
'He Wiil Withdraw.
St. 10
Important' Meet,
Medium Cottolene

Tea

High-grad- e

MUSIC
Presents

FOX

WILLIAM

S

.

:",

H

Uasi

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Editorial

Albuquerque, New Mexico. Thursday, May
ENGLAND
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The Shah

T

Ah! He's

DEAD

Man of Judgment

APART

BY

,7
EPLXO

GEN, MAURICE

EiENBR

Cabinet Decides Not to Ap- -j
point Judges to Inquire Into;
Truth of Charges Made!
Against Military Officers,

Accident

IRISH

DEAD ARE LITERALLY

CONSCRIPTION IS
IMMEDIATELY AFFECTED;

In

Caused by Gunner
Attempting to Force Shell,
Which Apparently Did Not
Fit, Into Breech of Gun,

V

MOftNINS

r

policy,

there

are among- them several severe critics
ot the wur cabinet's relations Willi the
,
army.
.

ItOHUUTSOX ItKTIRF.MFAT

HKOi(iiiT

ioiith i.Krint

Close oliserv-er- s
Washington, May
in diplomatic circles of develop,
ments in the British cabinet and parliamentary circles which led up to the
present crisis, see a direct connection
between the letter of General Maurice
iind the enforced retirement of General ltobertson as chief of staff a
'
short time ago.
In fact, General Maurice is said to
have voiced openly dissatisfaction of
the British military party against interferences by civilians in plans in
which General ltobertson officially
expressed himself in the secrecy of
the war council. That General Maurice has offered himself us a sacrifice
to save the British army from what
ho regards as disastrous, is the conviction of military experts well acquainted with the situation that has
existed in England since General Rob-

the crisis in England finds a close
parallel to that which existed in the
I'nited States in the civil war, when
Lincoln was finally obliged to choose
between unqualified support of Grant,
.Sherman and other great generals in
the field and the civilian cabinet and
committees
congressional
which attempted to direct campaigns from
Washington.
It is pointed out that an interesting
British cabinet
possibility of the

v

vif

w

So,e

'

v

X'

1,1

Witness Catastrophy,
tV

BEST
(S) pftist il lo $ TfAT'NG
seicviq
l5HAR OF TTR?lf
The Shah is a man of judgment
no 1'ersian flies on him. Nor Hun
flies cither. He has applied to Washington for $liin. mm worth of
He knows a good investment
which is not savins he doesn't
want to help lick the kaiser. We're
"fer" you, Shah!
Liber-ISond.s-

MORNI

NCI

JOURNAL IPHCtAt

LEASED

Fort Worth, Tex., May
Kiglit
(American gunners were killed and
seven injuied more or l.'.ss seriously at
r.enbroiili. a few miles west of For'
shell exploded
Worth, when a
at :i o'clock this afternoon,
une gun crew, composed of mem
hers of the headquarters company of
the 11 1st infantry, was entirely wiped
lo'titi, and ti second crew from' head- quarters company ot the Hand
suffered heavy casualties.
Six of the men were killed instant- ly and two died witiii:' a i hort time
latter the explosion,
First reports that two trench mortals had exploded were erroneous.
An attempt on the part of a gunner
to force the shell, which apparently
did not fit, down a trench mortar, is
believed to have been responsible for
the accident. Sergeant Norman How,
a Canadian,
who is an assistant instructor for .he Stokes trench mortar,
said tonight he saw a soldier attempting t.i force the shell and that he attempted to warn the gunner. The ex.
plosion came too quickly, however.
How was slightly wounded by a fragment of the shell.
List of Head.
The list of dead follows:
Fust Lieut. Alan J. McDavid, head142nd infantry,
quarters company,
Overton, Tex.
Sergeant l.ouls A. Ilalpsen. hcad-141infantry,
quarters company,
Austin, Tex.
'. Appleng,
141st
William
Corporal
infantry, ICIena, Tex.
Private Morgan C. Sunders, head- 142nd
infantry
quarters company.
Abeline, Tex.
Private Kticlid Simmons, company
K., 42nd infantry, Henrietta, Tex.
Private John Webber, headquarters
company, 141st infantry,
Memphis,
Tex.
Private I.acey It. Langley, headquarters company. 141st infantry, Waelder,
Tex.
Bodies Blown lo Pieces.
The wounded, except Sergeant Norman How of the liritish army, were
from Texas.
General F. Si. John Greble, commanding officer at Camp Howie, was
standing less than ten yards from the
scene of the explosion with his two
aides. Captain Houghton and Lieutenant Kusscll. Tiny were uninjured.
Lieutenant Colonel Metcalfe, division
surgeon, and an enlisted man, also
stood nearby. The enlisted man was
instantly killed, but Metcalfe was
uninjured.
The bodies of some of the victims
were literally blown to pieces.
The Mist and 12nd infantry regiments were at the trench system near
Bcnhroule and their firing practice
was being wa tidied by a large crowd of
civilians from a. distance. New mortars were being used for the first time.
The entire breach of the mortar was
blown out and fragments flew in every
direction.

j

change now would be the abandon- lnent of the projected Irish conscrip-- i

j

tion. This would be the case if Mr.
Asqulth and Sir Edward Orey returned to power, for while they might
not feel it necessary to go to parliament to repeal the conscription net,
tluy might refrain from issuing- the
order in council necessary to apply
conscription.

IS.

,

C011LES IS

MP

st

ESIDENT

1

.

ertson's retirement.
(Iono Parallel s Found.
In the opinion of these observers

-

One Gun Crew Entirely Wiped
Out; Officers Standing Near
Have Narrow Escape; Many

Journal special leased wire)

government's Irish

,

FIECES

TO

"BLOWN

t

tliu

Kfi

j

Political Upheavel Washing-- !
ton Sees Parallel in Lin-- 1
coin's Time When He Had
to Support Grant,

London, May X. As the result of tlio
cabinet's decision to withdraw its offer to appoint two judges to inquire
Into the chai'HCs made ly Major (len.
eral V. Hi Maurice; former chief director of military operations at the
war office, in which the veracity of
ministers of the government was impugned and the determination of the
cabinet not to accept an Inquiry by a
select committee, as suns' sled in the
motion wade by former Premier
tomorrow's debate in the house
of commons will probably runxe over
all the old charges anainst the government in its relations with the
army.
What will follow from the debate
i.: still obscure.
If Mr. Asquitli presses his motion to u division, the decis
ion will depend largely upon the notion
of the older conservatives who, while
anxious to give the government a
knock, do not wish to bring about a
general election during; the war and
refer the coalition
to the
radical one which minht result if the
cabinet were defeated and forced to
icsign.
The absence of the Irish nationalists
also will help the government for in
addition to their disastisfaction with

9, 1918.

INJURED RESULT

LETTERS WRITTEN
B

Classified

WOMEN'S CLUBS

I

BV MOftNINO

JOURNAL IRECIAL LEASED

WIRE

Hot Springs, Ark., May 8. The res
election of
of the General
Federation of
'Women's clubs for the ensuing biennial term, made public today, were as
follows:
President Mrs. Josiah Cowlcs, California.
First vice president Miss Georgia
'Ha con, Massachusetts.
Second vice president Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, Minnesota.
Recording
secretary Mrs. Adam
'eiss, Colorado.
Corresponding secretary Mrs. Mart
1. Wood, New
Hampshire.
Treasurer Mrs. llelijamin Clark,
'iowa.
Mrs. William
Auditor
I'. Harper.
Washington.
Mrs. Cowlcs. Miss Bacon and Mrs.
' Mrs. Winter
Harper were i
succeeds Mrs. Kugene Ueilly of Charlotte. N. C: Mrs. Weiss succeeds Mrs.
.:
W. I. McFarland of Wagner, S.
Mrs. Wood succeeds Mrs. Francis I).
F.verett of Highland Park, III.; Mrs
Clark succeeds Mrs. William It. Young
)f Jacksonville,
Flu,

sults of yesterday's

offi-'cer-

Journal Want Ads bring results.

The Kina of

ioIes You" Need
And have the shoes you have worn

When you analyze your shoe problem carefully
you are bound to consider chiefly what kind of

re-sol-

ed

with them.
need.
soles you
Learn the economy, comfort and safety of
soles
g
to cut down these soles. Give yourself and your family the
You need
treat of wearing them.
mounting shoe bills.
to protect v They cost no more than other soles, to start
You need waterproof soles
J
off.
left
rubbers
are
with, and they save much by their long service.
against dampness when
You need soles that resist slipping and so
They are found on new shoes for men, women
ind children in most good shoe stores, and are
make walking safer.
for
used
in most good repair shops.
You need flexible soles to be easy on the feet
When you ask for Neolin Soles look for the
and do away with the old torture of breaking-in- .
Neolin trade mark underneath. Dealers and
You need soles that haveathese good qualities.
repairmen in the lists below will point out this
There are such soles Neolin Soles, developed mark to you as identifying the genuine.
by scientists to have all the qualities soles
Mark that mark; stamp it on your memory :
should have.
Ileolin
the trade symbol for a meet
Soles
Ne5lin
and
need
You and your family
changing qualify product of
are entitled to them.
jGet them on the shoes you buy this Spring. The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
long-wearin-

.

re-soli- ng

'

(Tear Out and Preserve these Lists)

These Stores Sell Shoes with Neolin Soles
Letters after Shoe Retailers' Xames. indicate extent of stocks of
carried. M Men's
Girls'
done with Neolin Soles.

Shoes

Xeolin-sole- d

Jl-Bo-

--

GUARANTEE

CLOTHING COMPANY

218 West Central Awniie.

K. KOURY

Ill

(M. W. G.)

South First

M. MANDELL

"?

110

West Central

I

SI

reel.

West Central

West Central

2

.

(M,)

Awnuc.

1

--

(M. W. B. G.)
Au-niie-

1!

Street.

& COMPANY

South

First .Street.

WEILLER & BENJAMIN

cn,ic.

J. C. PENNEY COMPANY
410-11-

112 South Second

H. B. WEILLER

(M. W. B. G.)

C. MAY
ill

ROSEN WALD'S
( M. W. B. G. C.)
Fourth mill Central Avcniio.
E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
(M. B.)

(M)

fl

Wefct

112

(M. W.)

Central Aeniic.

WRIGHT CLOTHING

.

(M. W.)

COMPANY

West Central Avenue.

(M.)

These Repairmen Apply Neolin Soles
KING ELECTRIC SHOE REPAIR SHOP
203 South

CITY ELECTRIC SHOE REPAIRING SHOP

Second Street.

2 IS

Smith Second Street.

i

Trail

Oe

Uu

Rrf. U S Pit Off

For ir:iiiisition of lands and

BILLION

SPEAK AT EL RIT0

For the operation of nil ship proin the estimates, $500,000,000.
TO MORNIN
FECIAL COftAEtPONDtMCI
JOURNALl
For the acquisition of planta for the
Santa Fe, Muy 8. Secretary of
of
and
for
construction
concrete, ships
OH
ASKED
State Antonio J.ueero has accepted
construction of concrete ships,
invitations to make, the commencement addresses at the Spanish-Ame- r
normal school at Kl Itito, the date
For recruiting and instructing offi- ican which
is not yet set, and for the
for
cers for American vessels, $10,250,000.
Itoy, .Mora county schools, on May 17.
cost
the
of
of
For
port
development
llrilixli Occupy Turkish Town,
facilities, $25,000,000.
For construction or completing of
l.ortlon. May 8. liritish troops on
ships in shipyards and foreign coun- .May " entered the Turkish town of
(T MORN, NO JOURNAL PKCtAL8.LEASED WIKBI
Estimates tries, $55,000,000.
May
southeast of
Washington,
KerkuK, .eighty miles
For the cost of construction of 'Mosul, in Mesopotamia, tho British
submitted to congress today by the
authorized by the. urgent defic- war office announced
The
toduy.
shipping board call for an appropria- ships
iency bill of 1917 tho board has re- British met with no opposition. The
tion ot $2,223,835,000. l.
0
Turks on retiring left BOO meu In the
quested an appropriation of
Other estimates Include:
and for the purchasing and Kerkuk hospital.
For acquisition or establishment of requisitioning of plants and materials,
:
5,000,000'.
$r.2, 000,000,
'journal Want Ads bring results.
plants for shipbuilding,
posed

IS

0.

SHIP BUILDING

j

'

$1,386,-100,00-

MISS STEFI ANDERSON AND JOSEPH W. ANDERSON, DANCERS, IN 'PRINCESS
AT CRYSTAL THEATER TONIGHT.

PAT

SECY OF STATE TO

build-jinK-

,"o,non,ooo.

DUKE AD0LPH MAY BE
KING
OF FINLAND
(IT

MOANINO

JOUHNAL E'ECIAL

LIAII

wiai)

Loudon, Slay 8. There seems little
doubt that a monarchy will be proclaimed in Finland, says a Stockholm
dispatch to the Times and that the
Herman candidate, Duke Adolph Frederick of Mecklenberg-Schweriuncle
of the crown prince of Germany, will
l king.
n,

Caune or Headache.
By knowing tn0 cause a disease mav
often be avoided. This Is particularly
true ot headache.
The most common
cause of headache Is a disordered
stomach or constipation, which may
bo corrected by taking a few dosea-o- f
Chamhnrlain'a Tablets. Try it. Many
others have obtained permanent relief
Tablets.
by taking these
They are
easy to take and nillrt and gent1 in
'
effect.

TWO

Albuquerque Morning i Joiirnak Thursday, May
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Western

Representative
C. J. ANDERSON,
Marquette Bldg.. Chicago.
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RALPH R. MULLIGAN.
38
Kast 42nd Street, New Turk.
matter at the
Entered as second-clas- s
Vostofflee uf Albuquerque, N. M., under Act
of Congress of March 1, 1879.
Larger circulation than any other paper
In New Mexico.
The only paper In New
MeXIca Issued every day In the year.
TERMS" OF "BUB8CKI PfiON :
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. 70c
17.50
Tearty, in advanre
NOTICE TO KUBSCRlBEtlS.
Subscribers to the Journal when writing
to have their paper changed to a trw ad'
drefs must be aure to give the old address.
THE JOURNAL takes and prints
latlon rating than la accorded to any other
paper in New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
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The Associated Press Is exclusively
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"BO Si

being born with more silver spoons in
their mouth than can bo sot away
from them tiy income taxation. .Tack
Loudon
visited this country,' ten
years apo, and our host society, particularly our elite of Philadelphia,
wined and dined him and found him
to be a hearty good fellow, with larse
scholarly attainments, lie now has
the ticklish job of trying not to be
mauled and swallowed by tho Prussian
beast, and the tii'S of the world are
upon him.
Juliana is the
UauKhUr
of Cjttccu VVilholmina, Juliana's father is a German and the kaiser of Ger?
many claims inheritance to the throne
ot the Netherlands as prince of
OranKC.
As the Dutch parliament
holds the right to choose a kinir hi
case Wllhcmina falls of an heir, lit.
tic Juliana's life Is of passing interest to Wm. Ilohcnzollorn and,
the rest of the world. Thus
far, Juliana's health is good.
jf
course, we don't mean tp insinuaV
that Mr. Hnhonzollcrn would attempt
anything on Juliana's health, but a
number of babies In Uelaium have
been spitted on bayonets in his name-- ,
ami what's a child or two between

9, 1918.

VOYAGE"
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O

ItOKN
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g'

any able, he made her life one continued
guiding rule will be to
venture that is not essential to pro round of Insult and abuse. Heaven
testlon of public health or to prostci-tio- be praised! such
boys oro most extraof the war."
ordinary.
When every
man and wotnan
Wilhrtlm haled his mother because
amongst us kots Mr. Goff's conception she was English and because, whnn
of war necessity soaked into him and on a drive ordered by
her, he was so
her, pfenty and thorough, we'll be In injured that his left arm became
this war as we Bhnuld be.
"withered." To be physically "witherMoney, nothing else, mak?;- the sol- ed" was too much for the
proud head
diers, ships, guns, munitions, and food of a nation going mad over
physical
across.
The estimate for America's and material power.
go
In the vast majority of instances, a
expenditures on her armies alons. in
1919j Is fifteen billions of dollars, not cripple becomes sour, vengeful, supera dollar of which can wc borrow Irom sensitive, selfish,
arrogant and
other peoples. We have already been Kcwicr ugiy, or tne opposite. As to
called upon to subscribe for eight bil- disposition, there a"o few
ordinaiy,
lions, the bulk of which has already half, way cases amonsst chudc
been spent, or will be, this year The They're either
mean
or
mighty
present odds most decidedly favor n mighty fine folks.
war.
Willie Hohenzollern started out beAnyhow, we'll
be downright foolish not to wotk with lieving that he wns the
greatest boy
this In view.
on earth, and there was
always ihal
i snler
Let every man and woman
withered arm to keep
nl his
the effort that has been necessary t.j belief. It really was naggiin;
on n boy
raise the eight billions and then con i who was being taughttough
that (right s
slder that we've got to come forward right and a Hohcnzollern can't
hava
with more, billions more, than twice too much of It. His affliction,
logicalas much next year' '
ly, made him tho
extraordinary child
The guiding rub of verey Individthat he was and the extraordinary
ual, os well as of Mr.. Golf's com- devil thnt he is.
mission, has got to be discouragement
of every
to say notlvns
Not being able to wait any longer
of the
i ecessity f r our for a
tractor to plow our garden, we
savlng.jind producing more :t tha have bought a bicycle to which we
essentials.
snail hitch a hoe and do our owni
Begin following this guiding ruin, plowing.
NOW!
n

&

t
1

i
.

b-

j

ever-growi-

former resident of Missouri tells
us that the governor had not exhausted
the alphabetical possibilities when he

"IMvI ox

A

appointed Xenophon
Wilfley United
States senator.
Had Xenophon declined the governor could have offered
the job to Zachcry Zlmmer.

TOlfiK

AND

GERMAN.

During 1917 there died in Germany
more mm and women Germans, mind you! between the a'ss of
55 and 75 than died dii'ing ti c year
before, which in turn elviwcd a high
er
rate among tie a sod than
r
any
year.
That Is not ieninrk..bi:!
Th' best
food and tho mo.n. of it ir Germany
ffos to the soldiers ml to the ruling
classes. The aged poor li e ou near-fooand little i.f tint.
But the remarkable tlii.it; ;ii connection with the at ove su it1!.1 U s ,s the
statement made by a high German
health official.
"Wc oro glad of i," he drcluied.
"It proven (hat ever, ,i
the German power is iocra li' ii' '"
And then ho Boes ou in splalu Hint
the abnormal death wto nung the
old touts reduces
number of
moiKha which demand foodmouths
of people Who can nj
filu "n
tho trenches nor pro luce food or mu
nition nt home.
"The, more prisons upward from ,
die tho mOio Invincibly
"! bc onir
the fatherland," ho .added,
Those old folks,, lie it VoiroHiliered. .
are tho ones who Is? tlitur younger
days bore the burden of kaiscrism
and hiillturi!.i for ye ivr .ir, fur their
the alser deeivcs.
"Too old to .live!"
mo)-tali1-

pre-wa-

,

l

Kaiser Williim lias named three
bridges over the Rhine after the
crown prince, Hlndenburg and Lurten-dorfA bridge
Quite appropratc.
runs across a river and It's only n
question of time when the three men
will ditto.
, , ,

f.

IMTL'UKSTIXG

PKltSOXAGKs.

At loast two of the Dutch arc
mighty Interesting at this timo, and
we, take pleasure In Introducing John

and Juliana.

t ionklu"r John

...

LoUdon is Holland's
forolgn minister, who has to stack up
his diplomacy against Kaiser Utll's, In
the .matter 0f sand, g.avel and ho
forth. "Jonkheer" ig merely a Dtitch
title, like "Hon." which we give &
fellow for running tor const-ess- ,
or

v

or

MELD

An English boy of only L'O years
was killed in France, found on his
body was a letter of comfort to his

"We shall live .forever In the results of our efforts. We shall live as
those who by their sacrifice won the
great war.
"You must console yourself with the
thought that I am happy. The measure of life is not its span but, the use
made of it."
This ia tho fine spirit of tho t, no
soldier and there Is no
compensation
to the world for tho loss of those who
It.
have
It makes debtors forever of those
who remain at home to profit by the
peace to (come.
We can never close our account with
those who tile on the field of honor.
Perhaps the humblest tribute we can
pay to their memory is to follow the
wisdom of tho young English hero:
"The measure of llfo is not its spun
but Ihe use, made of It."
cable says Nick Itomanoff tried to
his job as czar back In 1!)05.
Nick made a grout mistake in not quit
ting i nen. wnen the quitting was
goon.
A

iit

SORRY

A XD

Plot's?

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE

RATS!

Are those German autocrats becom- '.ci'der Jicar;ed?. They
.they're
worry tney snot up that Paris church on
f.ood Friday hut ask how the deuo
mo fiencn could expect a (ierm.m
gunner seventy. five miles away to din.
llngulsh between a church uiid other
nut. they add, "our )lo y
buildings,
was evidenced by our not bombardim;
Paris the day the victims of that
church incident were buried."
Those Germans may beconio both
tender hearted and pious, as "the
vilest sinner may return," brt wc
guess it will be af:cr trying the effo.-- t
of blowing to pieces a few funerals.
ny funerals, added to tho hospitals,
feiries, passenger boats, schools,
churches, nurseries and maternity
homes, arc needed to complete their
list of vllo deeds, and the Gcrmanj ate
stlro thorough, even In their vllluintc

'.!'.

GERMAN WOMEN
TORTURE PRISONERS

Till: WKOXG WORD.
(Boston Herald.)
"Depressing news from the west
front," has been too general a comment, it neither states the fact nor
starts a good effect. "Depressing" is
the wrong term; like many another
word first to come, it is the worst to
use. If tlie day ever breaks when
news or reverses, big or little, really
depresses our people and takes the
spirit our of. our work, the bells will
bo rung in Herlin.
The right
word is "sobering."
Heaven knows, even if our allies do
not, how we still neod sobering to our
duties toward the elemental good
things the decencies, the liberties
that Prussia and her great accomimperilled,
plices have flouted anil
bet the news be bad or good, it is our
one business to pus'h our fight, to
spoed our remotest fitting for it, to
make this war our first, grim, indiWe can well post- vidual concern.
we,
pone for a little our gayeties;
must retrench our luxuries. Tins vvai
affair;
at the best is a
at the worst, it would bt, shame for
us and everlasting contempt.

'

'

UUtTAMTV
KXPIAIXKD.
(From Leslie's.)
When he said, in adPatriotism!
dressing the Canadian club at Ottawa,
that not only must German militarism
be destroyed, but that also the philos
ophy upon which it rests must l;o
und reconstructed from its
very foundation, Mr. John D. Rocke,

rt

of the matfeller, Jr., went to the
ter. Germany has united patriotism to
a philosophy of the crudest material
ism. People have wondered lit Ihoj
brutal methods of Gorman militarism.'
is that Germany
The explanation
philosophy is the law 'of tho pack. The
wolf that goes limping Is seized ami
devoured by the others, which are then
the filter as they rush for the quarry.
So Germany, leaches that the weaker
mitiops musl k down that tho more,
virila nations may have more room,
that infant:: ami old people may be
bliyonetled or starved to death that
strong men may have moro food. Tho
Kami brutal philosophy explains the
German theory of the state, which
sacrifices human lives without stint
provided only the interests of the
state be served. Such a philosophy as
this, Mr. Rockefeller well says, "must
give way to the theory accepted by the
free peoples, of the world that the
g
and Jiappintss of the Individual is the consideration of supremo
importance, and that the state exists
ultimately for tho individual, not the
Individual for (ho. state." The one system Inspires savagery, in the case of
Germany savagery scientifically and
efficiently pursued. The other system
represents
freedom,
brotherhood,
good-wil- l.
If Germany wins, freedom
Vorishcs.
ii Gernuiny's
thorough
a civilization that has spiritual
foundations will be saved to the world.
well-bein-

NORMAX IIAPGOOI) OX I. ENROOT.
(From Leslie's.)
' A
good many people think I am a
r am no more a democrat
democrat,
than a republican. Neither party is
constructively and steadily progressive
enough to temp; mo. I was extremely
sorry ;o have the president jump into
the Wisconsin fight, f was still more
sorry to see his opinion used to bully
the soldier vote. It Is the sort of thing
that keeps tho democratic party from
growing. Mr. Wilson has a large fol
lowing that will never attach itself to
his party Just because things like that
so often happen: the door is nearly
ulwuys slammed in tho faces of high- class men If they are not party memWe hear talk of Russia having a bers. If I.enroot will overlook this
counter revolution. The 'next revolu- discrimination against him. and suption In Russia that we expect is of the port ,he president .during the war ns
his conscience will permit, and
fully
lunch counter variety.
play no partisan politics, he will prove
himself as big as some of his friends
'
Still, southern California hag a mostJ believe htm.- He has promised to do
delightsome climate,
this, and I think he will.

ai(MayaWa(-

.

v

have nothing.' "
The ambulance trains, which under
the German convention should have
been employed
impartially for all
wounded were never used for the
Pritish. TI'hey were flung Into cattle
cars. .Major Vamlaleur, with fifty-on- e
other wounded, was put into a closed
car from which horses had just been
removed. Ho avers:
"So tight were we parked that there
was only room for some of us to sit on
the floor. This floor was covered fully
three, inches deep In frh manure, and
the stench was almost asphyxiating."
Prisoners Smt I'pon.
Wherever Pritish prisoners were
taken they were spat at or upon by
German men, women and cnildren.
"They seemed," savs Captain H. G.
W. Trwin. "to specialize in expectoration."
The German school children howled
"hate rhoruses."
Sometimes
the
wounded were threatened with knives
and- revolvers. German officers allowed their men to strike a convoy of
prisoners with sabres and bayonets
and to kick (heir crutches from under
the arms of cripoles.
'.
fiMi--

Denied Suffering Men Soldiers Herded Into
Filthy Cattle Cars, Cursed and Spat Upon
By Wamen and Little Children.

The l!nglish government. has just issued a report on tho treatment of
Uritish prisoners of war by Germany,
which is made up of the dispositions
officers and seventy-acve- n
of forty-eigofficers and
noncommissioned
men, most of whom fell wounded into
the li.ind) of the enemy. These men
were taken prisoners at the beginning
of the war and have only recently
fo
been repatriated
Iet
England.
them tell their own story, then think
OVPP n .lIuj Hoe jf n js not the duty of
,,v,,,y American to put his money into
America to
ilie ,y !oll(ls anj, MCi
lml (n (,ml ff)1, a1 ,jmfi U) Ulc mlita,.y

"

NOTHING

Repatriated Englishs War Captives Tell of Revolting RedCross OutragesFood and Wafer

'

GKRM AXY'S

parents:

720,000

,

Tin-- :

HONOR."

kns

Deportation

I CUA

In his "Involution of a Bahy.Kiilcr"
our historian ens somewhat in statF. H. Guff, Cleveland banker, who ing that he kais?r
started os "an orhas been nominated
by President dinary, wilful" child.
Wilful. h- - wns,
Wilson for the Capital Issues commisbut he was one of tho most exlriisr-dlnarsion, says this:
boys ever bom. lie hated h's
"Our big Job is to conserve the mother, showed It from the
time he
money of the country for the
could first express his sentiments In
power of the country. Our Words and, Jusl !lssooti as he was
fllscoui-HK-

5

linn-Dow-

j

the giioing iuxk

I

Necessary to Purify Wood and Correct
n
Conditional.
Weak,
Trying weather, exposure to storms,
the grip, hard colds, pneumonia, fevers, diphtheria and other
leave th
prostrating diseases below
whole system
par
weak and slow blood depleted and
thin, with that tired feeling, poor aprheumatic paini,
petite, backache,
delicate digestive
power or almost
none at all. Tho Ideal treatment is
Hood's Sarsaparllla to be taken
meals thoroughly to purify
before
the blood and expel poisons, and
to be taken after meals
Pcptiron
to put power Into the blood, give
red corpuscles and
Increase
strength,
restore tone, and do It quickly.
If there is biliousness, constipation,
bad taste in the mouth, or "the blues,"
the liver is torpid. Take Hood's Pills
they rouso the liver and relieve all
liver ills, are perfectly compatible
with , Hood's Sursuparillu and Pept-iron.

,

M tiKAKKO

-

.

A soldier at
Spartanbui k, S. C, lias
been sentenced to serve for two years
at hard lubol for bigamy, Htran.ro, but
ew men appreciate the fact that
bigamy
always carries hard labor!
with it.
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SPRING TREATMENT.

mail brings to the Morning
Journal letters intended for publication, social items and news notes. They
are receive'!' with thanks. In hundreds
of instances they are not used because
The
tho writer fails to sign them.
veraslty of the writer is not queslion-- I
ed. Hut there is an unwritten rule in
never to use an an-- !
uewspaperdom
noymous communication,
If tho writer, for obvious reasons,
docs not care to have Ills oV her name
j used,
let them sign the communica
A
A Friend
or
tion by initials,
Subscriber," Placing their name and
address on the lower left hand corner
of the letter .indicating that they do
not wish it used. Their request will
always bo respected.
.
The same rule must apply to notices
Too ofof wedding or engagements.
ten people attempt to play a practical
of the trade, the men that had
joke on couples, which, if published, heads
made the capital o Hainaut glorioua
damto
a
liable
the
paper
woujd lay
during the bust twenty years. no
age suit.
ques"There they were collected;
face
News items are taken at their
tion of who they were, whether they,
value, and treated as such.
were busy or what they were doing, or
This explanation is made in explan-ialio- n what their
position in life. 'Go to tho
to those who have so kindly sent
Co to the left! Go to the righ.
right!
letters and news items to the Morning '.So tli-- were turned to-- the one, sida
Journal .and failed to see them in 'or the other.
It was not because the eom-- I
print.
"Separated uml (iunu."
municatlohs were Without value, but
"Trains were standing there ready,
rc-to
I
simply because the author failed
steaming, to take them to Germany.
veal his or her idenity.
side the one
Yim saw on the one
brother taken, the other brother left;
A hasty embrace and thpy were scpa- I! rated an gone. You had here a man.
mm
bef ..re a erniaii officer.
Moris
jo,, his
J pleading and begging to take his old
father's place; that was all. The fath
(liv .lolm It. Cnilc.)
er went and the son stayed. They1
A vivid sketch of tho deportations were
packed in those trains that wel'O
from Mons:
waiting there.
"1 will take the ISth Of November
"You saw the women ,u hundreds,
of last year (1916). A week or so with bundles in their hands beseechbefore that a placard was placed on
to be permitted to upproacn the
tho walls telling- my capital oily of ing
to
their men the last that
Mons that in seven days all the men trains,had give
in life between themselves
they
of that city would be deported.
and starvation a small bundlo of
"At half past five, In the gray of the
clothing to keep them warm or their
morning on the ISth of November, way to Germany. You saw women aptwo
thev walked out. six thousand
with a bundle that had been
hundred men at Mons, myself and an proach
by tho sale of tho last of
purchased
other leading them down the. cobble. their household
effects. Not one was
stones of the street and out where the allowed to
to give her man
approach
rioting would be less than in the gro:t the warm pair of stockings or the
city, with the soldiers on each side, warm jacket, so there
might l o some
with bayonets fixed, with the women chance of his
th?re. Off. t'ney
reaching
held back.
went!"
"The degradation of it! The degradation of it as they walked into this
great market square, where the pens
were erected, exactly as if they were
cattle all the great men of that prov- REALLY!
ince the lawyers, the statesmen, the
Every

o.we-quentl-

lungs?

J

COMMUNICATION

mm

like

life! DOfl't StaV

EnjOV

.

,

,

,

biliOUS,
.

,

sick, neaaacny ana

constipated.

myself have still a repugnance to seeBest for bad breath, sour
ing a Red Cross armlet."
In the whole record there Is only
stomach, coated tongue
one case given where tho German Red
or indigestion.
Cross women showed any signs of human sympathy.
il
Captain II. G.
says that at Coblenz "the sliding
doors of the truck in" which the
wounded had traveled for two days
were pulled open and two or three
German women of the Red Cross came
up and asked when wo had had food
last."
Thrown in Cuttle Cars.
"When they found we had had, none
....
h n.ltllil llr. friltlrV they went off and got us some saus
i.f .. ,,,.,
age sandwiches, but before (hey could
ot sueli outrages.
give llicin to us tliey were preveted-bOnly Got Oro Meal.
German officers, who said: 'These
I.ieiilenant Colonel Neish says:
are Knglish prisoners, und they are to
"At Cologne 1 saw a female with n
'
lied Cross badge on her after serving
our escort of German soldiers with
coffee deliberately pour the remaining
contents of the can on the ground
when ro'iuostod to allow us to have
some. During Ihe Journey to Senne-lagsome forty-eighours we
were givrn one ileal soup."
Ma.t...V R. Peebles declares;
"At ore si a ' ion we asked two Red
Cross ladies for a glass of water, Raying It wis for a wounded officer. They
burst oid laughing and' said. 'Nothing
for you Knglisl'."
JKma
1J I:
L. .. '
Xo Fowl to Prisoners.
Captain Ileman testifies:
"The German Red Cross gave no
food to prisoners, wounded or otherwise. At times it, is shown to them
and Chen withdrawn, with kindly remarks that il is not for uwlnc."
Capita n Ha greaves asserts:
"At I.iege l tried personally to get
the German Red Cross officials to give
our wounded men wa'er. They refused. I saw some Rfd Cross nurses
actually bring watci- - In cans up to our
men, show it to Ihom and then pour
it on the platform. This also happened to me personally.
At
the excitement nnd anger of th
crowd- were Indescribable.
There was
an elaborate Red Cross dressing station here. All water and food was
rigorously refused us. The German
wounded In tho train', had
their
wounds dressed. This was refused
f"
: v.
ft .
J
ii
'.. , j.
w
us,"
f'alloi. Fngllslt fiwlne.
Major Moiklcjohn deposes:
"German Red Cross 'VOiuctl refused
us any food, calling, us insulting
ine iNew reflection Uil iook Stove is always ready for instant service. No
ashes to shake down no fire to build no litter no delay never cook
names, and spal towards us, telling us
..
they would give nothing to tho
stove drudgefy.
Knglish Hchwcii hnndf, although wo
But always gas stove convenience and , comfort with kerosene, the
told them some of us were very ill ami
'always
available inexpensive fuel, if you use the New Perfection, Its
all wounded. I nyself saw one and
long blue
officers saw several German women
clean,
intense
free
insures
heat,'
chimney
from, soot and odor, 3,000,000 now
dressed as nurses and ladles and wearin use. Made in
burner sizes, with or without cabinet top and oven.
the
Red Crosi deliberately empty-bowling
Ask your dealer aoouV'tW New Perfection'Kerosene Water Heater.
of soup on the platform before
us. saying something
Use ConOtO
about giving
Oil Every D rop Works.
nothing to Kngliidi swine. Other ofDcalert Who Stll and Rtcommtnd Neu Perfection Coot Slofui
ficers, among wh mi, I Understand,
was Captain Pe'hnm Rum, Gordon
Highlanders, saw (ted Cross women
l.tH. K. Rultlt,
V L. KrppHcr.
Kit. I Kime.
f'rrarent Hardware Co.,T. 8. Mills Furniture Co.,
suit In the soup before offering it to
Stronz Broa..
J.
.
KmraoDv,
Kaahc
C.
I.
.Mnnkcr,
Srhwr
For. to.,
Ceorg
them,
Co., Kownn-alKitpple
lurallure
Co.
Hardware
Bria.,
Wliltnry
Disgrace to 7U-- Cross.
"Throughout this Journey the conduct of the German women, especially
those dressed as neol Cross nurses,
(A Colorado Corporation)
was revolting and barbarous beyond
Denver
Pueblo Salt Lake City Bulla Ri
Cheyenne
Albuquerque
words, and as a residt Of the continuous brutality of Red CroM women and
officials many prisoners or war besides
Gilll-lan-
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PROFESSIONAL

FOE SALE

GAKIOONET

22 acre ranch, S miles north
of town, good house and outbuildings, all under cultivation, young

11E

orchard.

.'.JLaNiu"''

0

Jl

.

brick, stuccoed,
ern, glassed sleeping porch,

Attributal to Reports
Showing Roads Are Doing
Good Freight and Passenger
Is

wood floors;
$3,000

water beat,
Ward.

$2,500

equipments made one to two point exPales
tensions to yesterday's rise.
atttounted to 960, 000 shares.
Foreign bonds were variably better,
but Liberty issues displayed further
Irregularity. Total sales, par value,
aggregated M. 925, 000. United States
(Old Issues) were unchanged on call,
Closing prices:
73 Ht
American Beet Sugar
4 4',a
American Can
American Smelting & Refining. 79
97 H
American Tel. & Tel
3 V
American Zinc
06
Anaconda Copper
'. . . 84
Atchison .
04 14
llaltlmpre & Ohio
19
Butte & Superior
16', 4
California 'Petroleum
144'i
Canadian Pacific
67
Central ;Leathcr
5.9
Chesapeake & Ohio
40
Chicago, Mil. & St. Tau'l
43
Chlno Copper
42 Th
Colorado Fuel & Iron
67H
Crucible Steel
29 '4
Cuba Cane Sugar
1"'H
Erie . '.'..'
30
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
90
Ofcat Northern pfd
53
Inspiration Copper
int. Mor. Marine Pfd. Ctfs
91.
32
Kennecott Copper
114
& Nashville
96
Mexican Petroleum
28 9b
Miami Copper
22
Missouri pacific
67 V4
Montana Power
New York Central
. 87
Northern Pacific
'43'
Pennsylvania
259
Hay Consolidated Copper
88 Ti
Heading .
86!'s
liepublic Iron & Steel
84
Southern Pacific
22 H
Southern Hallway
149
Texas Company
Union Pacific
lJt'4
128
U.S. Industrial Alcohol
102
United States Steel
81
.
Utah Copper
'

1

VW

low; N. 12th

bungalow,
Highlands, close

50-f-

pebble dashed bunga-

St

LOST.
1,UT

Autumobile

live use

No.

Uulliuiid tiukct tnmi Alijuqucr jue lu
Cleveland, ltcward. Phone 690,

Hlbs
M-:-

May,

73

c; July, 67 '4

May, $45.97

c

July, $46.47.
May, $25.45; July, $25.85.
May, $23.75; July! $24.45.
;

YORK MOXKY MAHKKT.

New York, May 8. Mercantile paper, four and six months. A Dor cent:
per cent;
siierung ou auy nuis, 4.12
commercial 60 day bills, on banks,
4.72 per cent; commercial
00 day
bills, 4.71
per cent; demand, 4.75.43
per cent; cables, 4.76
per cent.
liar silver, 99 'sc.
Mexican dollars, 77c.
Government bonds, easy.
Railroad bonds. Irregular.
Time loans Firmer. Sixty days.
5
06 per cent; sixty days and six
months, 6 per cent bid.
Call money Strong, High, 6 per
cent: low. 5 ner cent; ruling rate, 5
per cent; closing bid, 5!; per cent; of
tcreti at u per cent; last loan, l per
cent.

SEW YORK

MKT A I, MAIIKKT.

New York, May 8. Lead Quiet.
Spot, $7.007.,0.
Spelter Firm. East St. Louis delivery, spot $7.00 bid.
KANSAS CITY I'liODK E.
Kansas City, May
poultry, unchanged.
Eggs Firsts, 3tc.
CIIICAOO

8.

Uutter and

lKOIrCE.

Chicago, May 8. nutter Market
lower. Creamery, 3 5 tfl 4 2 ', c.
, Eggs
Kereipts 28,579 cases. Market unchanged.
Potatoes Receipts 21 cars. Market

unchanged.
Alive,
Poultry

24 4c; roosters,

lower.

Fowls.

18 VjC

MVKSTOCK MAHKKTS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. May 8. Cattle Receipts
43,00 0:
estimated tomorrow, 12,000.
Market firm. Native steers, $10.00(5'
cows
17,60; stockcrs, $8.20(812.60;
and heifers, $6.80 ifi 14.10;
calves,
$8.00

14.25.

Dwellings.

North.
FOH It K XT
Xeventli;
TOR KENT
T0

modern
Five-roo-

North Third.

huc.

415

UINT

One

r.ur-tfo-

'.'14

house,
West Gold.

HigiitaiiOA.
modern
Desirable
furnished cottage. I'hone W29-Mule.
FOH HENT Three-roofurnished vintage.
Inuulro 617 South Ui'oaitvvay. l'huiie SI34-Ptrone 430.
WANTED Oood milker.Fbrt"RENTTwo-rohouse furnisbed with
wXStKIJ- - Hell 1)0)
Apply Alvarailo Hotel,
sleeping porches; $11 per month, 7 East
mechanics. White Santa Fe.
WANTED Two riml-elaOarage.
Kent RENT Three room furnished house
V' AN" T E I J A good milker. Bezemeks Pairy
with sleeping porch, $10. oo month. Water
1P02
North Fourth.
,
paid. 6'.'2 Houth Wallerj
WANTEO-T-Flrat-ela- !
Barber
four-rooElk
barber.
FOR" ifENT Modern
furniMhed
1113
Kouth
Shop. Ciallup, X. M.
and sleeping pulch collage.
WANTED Good furm hand. RlJ (IranJe In HlBil.
dustrial school. I'lione
house and
FOR RENT FurnlKhed
wTXTED Boy to work in store. San Jose i sleeping porch neur car.
Uirgu chick-eDr.
houses.
Phone
and
Gr,
King.
range
Market.
pit fane,
"WANTED Man to diTe an Ice cream wagun. Ft lTf l?N T Furnished
modern,
3 rnnmx.
lines.
car
!TO South Broadway.
t'nlv.
work.
porches;
glared
Light
1,'C4 East Central.
V ANTED Night man for garage; prefer one Phone 3M. ur call morning
u7e
Modern-4"r71oiwho can drive cars. Audreaa P. o. Box Kllll RIONT
onNUhn
318.
St., either furnished or unfurnished.
1011x142;
lot.
trees.
gara;re.
City Real-tWANTED Woman cook, (9; carpenters and
Co.. l'"7 West tlohl. Phone 770.
laborers. Employment Agency, 110 South
he
llume-forsum- FOR KENT Attractive
Third. Phone Jr4.
mer to deslratile tenant. New five-rooWANTED ijiborera for track laying, good
bungalow on East Silver completely
wages, good board, steady work. Apply brick
furnished.
Large 'screend front porch and
Apache Railway. Ilolbrook, Arizona.
glassed
sleeping pnrrli. Garage. Phone 17H7.
WANTED Young man about is,wlth some
knowledge of shorthand and typwrlting,
General.
eliance to learn good business. I'. O. Box
4:15.
FOR RUNT-S- M
Ideal modern
per month.
City.
Kinnmari liivin .n 1,,nM fli'Oi turn ttillu.
WANTED Experienced man for assistnut
HHiich.
rciimn, furnished
bookkeeper, not subject to draft; necessary boyond Valley
GeorKe F.
to be thoroughly
experienced bookkeeper. for houxekeeplnt;. AUilteB
M.
N.
If not please do not apply for your appliVallfy Jtftitch,
he
not
considered.
cation will
Apply Book,
keper, care the Jotiniat,

HELP WANTED.

FUH

HKX'T

WANTED Miscellaneous.

Female.

ANTED Rag tug weaving. Phone 12).
WANTED To rent a piano. 407 South SevenAp- WANTED Experienced saleswomen.
th, Mrs. Berger.
ply at The, Economist.
TO BUY-Gul- ni-a
pigs. Call 71S In
WANTED Young lady to sell tickets. Phone WANTED
the afternoon.
lt5i.
ou want a barber phone
When
B
A'rbeR
WANTED Good woman for kitchen wcik.
P37 or call .119 Hnt Lewis. Razors honed.
301
gouth Edith.
VANTEb Ulrl for general housework. ApT WANTED 4O.0U0 sacks, by the Southwestern
Junk Co.. at encc. Will pay I to 1 cents
ply 70," Kouth Walter.
v ;
each. Phnna ill.
WANTEIJi'hanTlierm
HIGHEST CASH PHICB PAID FOR JUNB
309
West Central.
BT TH
SOUTHWESTERN ;UNK CO.
WANTED Girl for general house jrk; no 1)4 WEST LEAD. FHONB II. WD ALSO
.washing. 31.1 North Twelfth.
BtrTOLD AUTOS.
WANTEb-Hece- nd
WOMAN Far general housework; no woom
hand
men's and boyV
Box "2. Albuquerque.
Inf. Address
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
lo'
Call
MASTED--GirT"wFtirbuuMwork
(IS.
cases.
and
suit
Chicago Secondhelp
hand store, 317 South Firat.
from a. m. to 2 p. m. ti'JO Kouth High.
modern
VANTEIAi good grrrforllght"liouse"work WANTEI To lease fi vr
2 or S blocks off Cenhouse In
and take care of children.
0)i South
Ami).
tral. Must be In At eondltlorf. heating plant,
etc. Address "H." rare Journal.
WANTED
Competent girl for general
housework; good wages. 150.", East Sliver. WANTED 10. 000 tt.igf. Pay .from ?c to c
2131-each. 500 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
Phnnt
to
per 11. Patriotic duty. St. Louis
WANTED Competent girl for general house405 South First street. Phone 373.
work. Must stay nights. Good wages. Junk Co.,
MATTRESSES renovated In, name or new
Phone 10M. 1013 East Silver.
tick.
Furniture
p paired, upholstered and
WANTED Competent girl or woman for
rcntrntohed. Satisfaction
housework, good wages to right party. Ap- reflnlshed. Springs
Mattress Factory
AlbiKiuero'je
guaranteed.
...
ply mornings. 10(1 Mouth Fourteenth.
lull South Spoocd. I'lione 471.
TK I.EQR A P H T fltenogrVpnri
Eoekks.plng". WANTED Careful kcJsk finishing by mas
Board, room, tutlon may be earned. CataTwice dally sertce
tar photographers
log free. Ifackay Business Collega, Los AnBead
Remember, satisfaction ruaranted.
geles.
tebllshM firm
your finishing to a reliable.
Hanna ft Hanna. master 'photographers.
fv

Market
23.000.,
Ilogs Receipts
strong, 20c above yesterday's average.
18.05;
Bulk, $17.70
light, $17.60
18.15; mixed, $!7.40ffM8.15;
heavy.
rotiffii, $16.70 17.00;
$16.70(R18.00;
pigs, $14.00(S17.45.
9,000; estimated WANTED Family cook; wages 135 month,
Sheep Receipts
NEWYOnif COTTOX MAUKFT.
tomorrow.
8,tioo.
Market steady Apply Munkbridge Manor. Phone 1049,
Now York, May 8. The cotton gheep, $12.7516.75.
market closed steady at a net advance
Kansas Clly LhH'slm'k.
of eight to "twenty points.
Kansas City. May 8. Cottle Re
BUSINESS CHANCES.
' CHICAGO BOAIIO OF TKAOK.
ceipts 10.000. Market steady. .Prime
dressed beef
Chicago, May 8. Correct anticipa- fed
tions that the government crop re- .steers,. $15. 0016. 90; western, steers,
Garage and Overland agi nc,
cows,
$8.00(14.50; FOR SALE cars
port while Indicating one of the three $14.5017.60;
per year; compteta garage
stockers and selling 40 best
largest wheat crops ever grown would heifers, $9.00fi 15.00;
location. Owner la In army.
equipment:
bulls, $9.50
Addreaa P. O. Bug 2.17. Silver Clly. N. M.
not prove altogether as bearish as had feeders, $S.50(S 15.25;
recently .been looked for had a good 14.00; calves, $S.5013.25. "
1,700.
Market
Hogs
Receipts
deal t6 do today with rallying the
20. 00;
slow. Lambs, $13.25
ewes,
17.50;
heavy,
corn market from temporary sharp higher. Bulk, $17.25
15.5016.00.
and
butchers,
$17.15
17.335;
Me.
closed
Prices
packers
unsettled,
decline.
17.55;
c advance, with MaJ' $17.25 17.50;
lights, $17.25
net .lower to
Soon to IjiiiiuIi Ships.
17.60.
pigs, $14.00
$1.27 & and 11.46 to $1.464 July.
' Market
New Orleans, La., May 8. Eight
6,000.
Sheep Receipts
Inasmuch as private estimates
within the last week have placed the steady. Lambs', $16.00!0.00; year- large wooden ships under construc'
crop at lings, $15.00 17.00; wethers, $12.00 tion for the government will be
prospective winter wheat
in
withlaunched
coast
16.00.
$11.25
gulf
shipyards
to
ewes,
16.50;
bushels
650.000,000
600,000,000
in the next ten daysthe Southern
bushels the official figures indicating
Pine association announced today.
Denver Livestock.
a total 'of about 573.000,000 bushels
Denver, May 8. Cattle Receipts
were not up to expectations although
About Itlieitmatiiim,
2,000. Market steady to lowcj. Beef
decidedly better than the average.
Rheumatism causes more pain and
16.800; cows and heifOats) responded to the same influ- steers, $12.00
than any other disease, tor
ers, $9.001.00; stockers and feeders, suffering
ences that governed corn.
the; reason that it Is the most common
15.00.
Good slied government orders and $8.5013.00; calves, $12.00
of
nil
ills, and it is certainly gratifying
Matket 6c to sufferers
Hogs Receipts 700.
hogs at the topmost figures of the
to know that there Is a
hulk.
$17.00
higher." Top, $17.35;
year strengthened provisions.
renledy that will afford . relief, and
17.25.
.. Closing rrlces:
make rest and sleep possible. It Is
Market called tiamlJ.rlftln'a ilotrntnt,
4,700,
Sheep Receipts
Corn May, 1.2T.H; July, $1,46.
'

'

f

WANTED I will collect your, monthly bill
at a low cost. References A 1, Journal.
rTWASra'Sblrl wants position doTnggen-era- l
housework. No cooklh'g; will go out
In country. C O . en re Journal.
WANTED Opportunity to learn vulcanising
or garage business, hy young married man.
American Hotel, room 11. O, R. Allen.
WANTEDExperienccd
travelling salesman
married and over draft aga, A-- l cferencea.
wants position as collector or salesman. Ad
dress A L Journal.
WANTED Position bv married man. 21.
Experienced in live stock and farm imple- -'
ments. one year in lien. Merc. Exempt from
draft hv Ford car. No objection leaving
,
city. What have you? Phoaa 1MI--

FOR SALE

Automobilet.

FOR SALE Ford runabout. Bteman-Aye- !
.
Supply Co.
FORHAI,E 2 Foni cats. Square Deal Oarage
Corner Onpped and Fourth.
.
F6nSALE Ford touring car; casrTor-pa-yT
ments. Barton Keller. Phone lzM-FOrf'SALE Cheap, Saxon roadster In good
condition. Rio Orande Industrial School.

FOrTSALE'dR

bile car. completely overhauled, good condition: or trade on small borne. Phone 1244.
FOR RALE 1 Doilge" touring carChe"ap.
Motor Just overhauled; good tires. Call
for Johnson. Dodson Rarnge.; Must be sold
- ,
at once party going to army.'

Juurnal iTant

Rooms.

North.

South Seventh. Apply at

4V.1

FOR RENT

fuiiislri'a hyuse, uu

South.
FOU

Four good new brick houses, all rented,
pay big on yuur Investment, will take
about four thousand dollars to handle them,
would sell two or all four.
K. Met 1,1'tiilAX,
Phone 90 7.
210 West Gold Avenue.
will

Nurlh

FOR RUNT famumtil hmim; two rooms
ana lrcpinK porch; till. I'kiuy jliade. 1300
North Sevond.
FOK ItKNT Seven-roofurnished bunsu- low In Fourth ward. Bath, electric lights,
hardwood floors, trees, Plme W2.

HlH. Jlioue

lAfST

Oats
Pork

FOR RENT

li k.

Boat Estate, Insurance, Loans
111 South Fourth Street

C AWT

YOU

REAL ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE,
LOANS.
216 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

brick, modern, 4hot
th.
lot 75x142,

A.

V

"It

modhard-

3rd. ward.
stucco

modern, garage,

In.
$4,400.

Recently,

steels and associated

bungalow.

four-roo-

ward.

12,500

ed;

Sato Nifty little

LINOI.KU'MS,

Aaa BnBg

reiulta,

RENT 3 housekeeping rooms with prl-- i
vats bath. 919 North Fourth.
FOU KENT Furnished housekeeping rooms,
and slnglo ruo"ius. 121 2 North Third,
FOR RENT Rooms d
waea;
alh,
steam heat: no lick; over Oolden Rule atora
FOR KENT Modern furnished
rooms; no
sick; running water, tttvi West Central
FOR RENT Cool, clean, outside rooms ami
apatttments, Rio Urande, I9 West Central
Phone 1102.
lilt AND CENTRAL HUTEL-Koo- ms
by day,
week or month; steam beat and bath; reasonable rates.
"
i
FOR KENT Nine liealralilv
to youus
laily employed, reasonable, breakfust If
desired. ViU North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely ruinished icome, pleasant location, close In. no sick, no children.
505 West Fruit.
Phono 1944-FOU ll BNT Furnished ""ruiims and housekeeping apartments; new modern house;
no sick. 213 North Seventh.
FOR RENT Nicety furnished outside rooms
by tire week or month; also furnished room
for light housekeeping. Elms Hotel, corner
First and TUeras.
FOR RENT Light, ally, front bed room;
also sleeping porch with dressing room
adjoining bath. No sick. :lit North Fifth.
Phone 1M7-FUR

South.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished housekeeping
rooms, reasonable. Phone 1773, ,
FOR RENT Large, ctean rurnisned rooinT
400
Call evenings.
South Seventh.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room, close In;
no sick. 703 West Sliver.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, 411 West liver: no, alck, no children. .
,1'ult KENT Furnished room with sleeping
porch in private family. 609 West Clold.
front benT
room. Close In. 508 South' Fifth. Phone

rrilMTl'ltr..

KTC.

New ami Second Hand
We want to buy what you have
to soil

star118Fi'nxiTrru:
West

co.

(.iold

T1AXT0N

"'

i

Fit

Hast east front, eenirnt wwlks. fire place.
ulltUn,; duors, nice puivlics, fruit trees, good
out bull(llng!i
and In fnct fveryttiinir to
mako it a good home. The work In all dim?.
Nothing to do but i move fn and bung up
mu- hm.
I'rktj .',4oy, , Hoo m in icgard tu

brick, city water, in
side toilet., electric lights, new
A
modern
hardfloors, newly papered and painted; wood floors, lire plate.bungalow,
t.
e;ist front,
tenna, etc
near shops; easy terms.
is
some
This
lot, garage.
bargain
$2,500
frame, modern, large for $3,000. Get busy, st'e
& CO.
cement block garage, barn and
& GOLD.
THIRD
4th.
other outbuildings, shade;

$1600.

tV MORNINa JOURNAL aetclAl. LSASCD WIRI)
Now Yprk, Slay 8. Interest in today's stock market concentrated to an
unusual extent in rails, that division,
especially coalers, receiving consistent
support on indications of a substantial increase of freight and pusscngor
rates.
..'(leading shared the honors of the
United
session with
States Steel,
those, two stocks absorbing a preponderant percentage of the enlarged offerings, tlioufih
moving in opposite
directions.
Mending scored an extreme advance of four points to 8" '4
While Steel reacted from its new maximum Of 103 7i to i02i and" closed at
of a point, a
103, a net loss of
trivial reversal in view of the enormous volume of profit-takinThere was a marked revival of
activity In shippings, confined, however, to Marine preferred and Atlantic
(llilf at gross gains of about 21,i
points., while motors also strengthen-

Good Line of
IUX1S,
RAN'niiS,
SHADES,

CARDS.

A

$4000.

DEALS IN RAILS
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ATTOKNXT
JOHN W. WILSON
Attorway
Rooms 11, If and II.
Cromwell Jtalldlaa
Tbona Utl
.
KUUJCV
atOIIKI

Attoraers al Iaw
Bnllatai

Suite t. Law Library
DKNT1STS

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous.

FOR SAI.E-- Pii
bull dog.
j. Chaves, 110.
West Oranite.
FiHt SALE One single bugy, good condi- tton. Phone 1077.
FOR SALE Ruby carriage, auod aa new.
I'hone 204.'.
Norm Kourtlr.
FOR SALE- - Fresh
buttermilk.
Delivered.
Phone .2111 Fol.
unTT" white 'beansal lie
FOR SALE--i'lni:lil Nortji Fifth.
per pound. I'hone l.s.-FOR SALE Entire furr.lfthiUKs of Colorado
of
Cafe consisting
furniture, dishes and
fixtures
Open for snle 9 o'clock a. m.
FOR SAI.Et'prlaht force pump and purnp
jack. Phone H.Mi.j, or call 1321 North Sec.
Ond.

FOR SALE OK RENT Sewing machine. ExPhone
pert repairing and adjusting.
1Wi7--

FoK SA I.E Uiand new Smlt
Address Rox 81 care
attachment for $2S..
Journal.
aTe-Ilea
FOR" St
ii
fu I u prig h t "piano, wal12. cash. Care of
nut caso, almost new,
box
Journal.
FOR KALI': New Oooilrlch sewing machine.
Looks like anil can be
cahlurt style.
Used as writing desk. 423 West Coal.
SAl'.ti
FOR
One Pnascht
alb"rush, one
, pressure
gunge, hose and copy of $100.00
worth of pntterns, 125.00. Wm. R. Marsh,
Care Woolworths.
FORKAEfVeiwecli fle and six lutiiilred
cords pinion and cedar wood, will sell al)
or part. Address Romero Mercantile Co..
Irfis' Vegas,

N.

M.

FOn'SAI.E -l- henp. three city hroko delivery
liorses, and two set sttlale Ivaiiless. with
collars; also two bakery delivery wagons,
the latter at your own price. Erwood Uak.
ery. 122 West. Silver.
ROOF PAINT
jOo per gallcn.
Roofs
under our care will
from
Improve
year to year. We can put on
a new roof Hint win last as long as the
building. . The Mauxuno Co, Phona 1W2-10 South Walnut.
ERIE carbon roof pnrbt and root 'cement
stops leaks; tnsta five yeara. Uaa Devo
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-lacold waier kalsomlne, and be satisfied.
Thos.J-'Jielehej', In.1,. v. Ccntrul. Phone 4tu.

lR. J.

I.. KRAIT
Dental Surgeon
Rooms
Harnett RiiIUIuik
I'hone 7tl
Appoiutmenla Made by Mall

a. v.

con

DesaUirt

Rooms

Mellnl Balltlsg

l-

AJrft StTBOBONI

rilVSICIANg

l)R. MARGARET 0. CARTWKIGHT
l'rnetlce Limited to Women's and Children's Diseusea
1123 E. Central Phone
HI, Albuquerque, N. If.
DBS. TILL
BAHBn
Prattles Limited In By, Bat, Baa Hal

I HBO AT

Office Honrs: 10 to Ul I tat I
State National Bank Building
DR. SARAH COKKK,
Practice Limited to Children.
Office Rooms 1 and I. Wright Bids.
'
Fourth and Gold.
Hours 3 p. m. to t p. m.
Residence Phona 3076.
Offlca Phona HL
DR. IDA I.. GROUT,
Osteopnthle Physician.
Hours 10 to i. Suite I, Woolworth Building.
Offlca Phona 1840. Residence phona 13.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
rraetlrc Limited to

DISEASES AND
DISEASES OF THE 6KIN
rflONE 886.
Citizens nnnk tlldg..
Albnqucrqne.

GKNITO-LRINAU-

Y

MAtMRU4R4.
.MRS. E. M. MINDK.LL
MaaaeoM

Chiropody, manicuring, all kinds of hatha,
electrlo treatment, shampooing and soalp
treatment at your home. Phone tlM--

JQRSALoE

l'NUt .Al.l--

llo,l

FOR

Ijtock-- ,

healthy weaned pigs,

I'lione
F.3.
FoR SALE Jersey
old. Phone l',::.1-2112

heifer,

fifteen

Iw.Oli.

months

young Holateln cow. O.
II.
Clark. I'hone 2ll).').FI.
first-clas- s
FUR SAI.E-- A
team "of horses?
SALE Poultry and Eggs best condition, weight 1.000 to 1.200 pounds
710
each.
West Kent.
FOR SALE Navajo K. u A. i. Had; agga,
ehleka, nut said. L. B. Tbomaa, til Xaat FOR SALE Two10 burros, also one femalo
blood
months old; six grey
hound,
Maseiaine.
hound puppies. 3 months old; 1 work horse.
FOR SALE Rrown leghorn and R. I. setting C.
W. Hunter, City Hall.
eggs prize strain, ll.uo for 13. Robinson, Old
TUB iilO GRANDE DUROli HOU M. ox
Town, Phone aw.
Albuquerque, N. M, can supply at 'all
FOR ALB- -8
C WtmZ Leghorn baby" llm;s
sows, bred (Rta. herd boars and
chicks and hatching eggs. Box Ul Phona young bred
stuff at moderate prices. Wa hava
li:w-J- .
17S9. Gentry's poultry Ranch.
the best In tha U. 8. A., 400 pounder In
"for" hatch! ng. Tfrorgfir seven months. Get tba kind that para, Fre
FOR KENT South sleeping porch with FOIt SA gs"
hrcd H C. R. I. Reds and It. P. Rocks. Information on how to raise hogs for profit,
dressing room, 2 beds also other rooms,
414 West Cold.
Red Poultry Yds. 4l.'i W. Atlantic, Ph. 14H3W Oftoa Uli South Third. Phona UM.
Beve'n
Furnished jurnni . tor -- iiglrt FORs","rj";3i.-ancFOR RENT
Wh'ltVlrfghorns.
bona at tl.jO each. One cuckerel at
housekeeping; coal stoves anoVs gaa K
laying
'
-- RENTTApiirtfne?.t,-,..
,
13.30,
South Hecond.
Will not sell separately. Carl O. Nln,
FOR RENT-Furnis- hed
from
uouirn 707 Houth High.
appartmeuta
fOK RENi' Furnnnro i.om.. Dig
$! up at 1104 North Second.
n
for two; five windows; emails
room; FOR8A
and Tayar" White
uiid hulh.
St" 't
,
housekeeping. K4 South Third.
baby chcks. 118 for 100, 19.50 for 10, 16 FOR RENT-3-roo- ins
for II, "Toll's Poultry Ranch, P. O. bos 107,
It
Apartments. I'Ik'HO. SS7 or 1ID7-A l.'o.
Iliglilttnds.
city; phona 1777.
FOR RENT Thrao or four-roorooms.
FOR RENT-Furnls- hed
apa
til South
modern, no alck. Ml South First.
""
Walter. Phona 2.
Ravoy botal.
FOR SALE Nice home, rurmshed and a
FOR RENT Three front rooms; huusckeep.
East Central.
Inc. U
good paying business, $4,000, half cash. FOR RENT Throo and four-r- r
,n !
apartments, modern,, no at'
Bungalow. Journal office.
FOR RENT-Heautl- rul
furnished room; pri'
'
South
Sixth.
Inrnilrn
r
e"7n
Savoy
.
FoirSAU?
Arno.
:tll
"My'rc"sldem
fainllv.
South
vate
University
fMM
w.
etc.
Heights.
garage,
Kleepltyg
porcliea.
rooms; large
FOR RENT Housekeeping
Tile finest, modem apart, lent hot,
n
Terms If neceesary. Phoner 3i or I35S.J.'
sleeping purch. 110 South Walnut. ,
For well people only. Phone
BAT7E- -A
If
finelittle" horrHTTnThigh iaa'daT stale,
FOR RENT -- Room furnlsffed for housekeep- - FOR
nono vac.uit got
D.
walling
J,
If
$1,100.
Terms
in
unfile
glassed
sleeping porch.
Ing; sleeping porch. 410 South Edith.
F.akln,
Prop.
401 Central.
Phone
wanted, J. D, Xeleher.
-R
IgluTTairy.
FOR- ' 1
ENfT
housekeeping
rooms, close In, lift per month. .309 Houfti
FOR
SALE
Ranches.
Broadway. Phone 127IS-FOR RENT
Miscellaneous, II' rut' arc In the market for a good amalt
POIt RENT Two furnished rooms for" llghT
, v".-i anon, sue
housekeeping, with sleeping porch. 321 HORSES an,) Rigs to Jemea Springs; cheap
investment
.
Co.. 102 North Third.
South Walter.'
rates. 8. Garcia. 1301 North Arno.
FOR
room
Two
furnished
SALE The f nest Al" frclt anil alFOR RENT
and sleepFOR REN T Gen Ue driving horse arid" bugfalfa ranch In (he nilny, must bo sold
ing porch, gentlemen preferred. 21 Mouth
gy, $1.00 for 3 hours. Phone 1M4-J- .
at
a bargain; three acres of chclce
Walter. Phone 1071
once;
I2.vu
FOR RENT First class pasture,
per
linn no",, roet it atraira; two-roo- m
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished rooms
month. Dolde'i Ranch, four miles south
house with sleeping porches:
of
and sleeping porch for light housekeeping. of town. Phone 16211.
out buildings; this ye.ir's crop will almost
No sick. 614 South Arno.
FOR RENT-Go- od
rooming house near Cen- pay for the place. Phone S30 or call at 114
lo.
West Central.
tral and Firat; ?? rooms. Thaxton
Genpruk.
eorner Third and Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished room,- -- sodern home,
with board; desirable place fur summer.
.TYPEWRITERS.
FOR SALE Real Estate.
Phone 131.'..
TYPEWRITERS All mas71Mr1!au7eTan3
lr,-il.x- :
TOR SALE Lot on North Hlgn MO feet from
repaired. Ribbons for every machine. AlCentral avenue. Eaat front. Phone 161
For
buquerque Typewriter Exchange. Phona 111.
YOU are in the market for a good small 122 South Firurto.
IF
FOR RENT Room and board with sleeping
Improved ranch see .National Investment
porch. Ill Houth Walter.
Co., 102 North Third. room witn porch, hoard.
FOR RENT Fr-n- t
Two houses and one acre
FOR BALE
private family. 623 South High
of land. Apply Mrs. Chaves, Old Town, one DO A RD and tent cottages tor gentlemen
HIGH class board and sleeping poroh wltfr block north from end of car Una.
health seekers six miles north of ffanta
Fa. N. M. Address bnxtH. Santa Fe. N. M.
room at summer rates, f.Si. 636 South Atno.
Phona 15IH-FOR SALE Furniture.
Journal want Ada ant raulta.
FOli RENT Good clean room connecting
bed room set. conKlxt-In- g
sleeping porch and board. 008 South Edith. Tim SAI.K Kerc-iitof be dn. drrHitr. wah Mtandd. chair
Phone lfcV2-TIME CARDS.
large
FOR RENT Porch rooms and board for nnd ruff, hall and italr rarpetft.
dining taMe antl canvanitt
four or five men, healthaeekra. 1'12 North
pnrih curtains; theup If taktn beftire May
High. Phone
liith. r,l2 XfTth Rfpond.
WANTED One or two gentlemen to room 'fbT HAtK-l'- JO
Ailmlmiter rugi. 9xl"."ltit
and board In private family. 1003 East
year's prlren. one iVtrolt Jewel gas stove,
Central. Phona 499.
on
coal oil mov'. second hand
FOR RENT Sleeping porch andurnhheil
condition.
refrigerator, riavep.purt, flrt-ria- !
Mrs.
SANTA FB RAIL1
lot
board.
North
room, table
Abbett,
complete (lining room unite fumed oak. ATCHISON, TOPKKA
WAY. CO.
Walnut. Phone W2S-Mint b Hold this week, fall and see above
'
Westbound.
at the H. Livingston Furniture Com
KOrTENT beslranTel rooms, with sleeping articles
.
No.
Cass.
Arrives. Departs,
tahle pn-fporch, hot and cold water, first-clas- s
7:10 pm. 1:30 pm.
I. The 8cout
board. Casa de Orn. 615 West Qold.
S. California
11:00 am. 1130 am.
Limited
LOA1- BEFORE peeking a summer resort visit El
- 7. Fargo Fast
9:43 am. 10:11 am.
.
' Jardin Escondtdn For 'Convalescents As
real aatat security. 9. Tha Navajo
ILiOpra. U:)anu
MONET TO LAN-JO- n
oool aa a mountain eamp. AM 'conveniences
CN
Pbana
7.
Southbound.
CttT
107
West Gold.
ealt
A few vacaricrea snow. I0l Wet Cffltrtl.
KOI. El Paso
Evpresa
ll:Hpm,
iriADT NOOK ranch offers excellent toura
811. El Paso Express
11:01am,
RENT
Ranches.
FOft
and board. Just the place to cat strong.
Kastbound.
free transportation,
for rates phone 2439F-IF VOt' lire In the matket f,.r a good small II. Tha Scout :
7:S5 am,
l:am,
accommodations now available. Mrs. H. B.
1:11 pro. 1:40pm.
Improved ranch, see National Investment
I. Tha Navajo .v
rboma.
Co.. 103 Nurth Third.
I. California Limited
:40pm. 7:00pm.
mRTTW. H. REED, owing to ths sale ot the
I, Santa Fa Eight
,7:11 pro. l:Wpm.
Ijorkhart ranch, ha opened a new resort
Fmm San Hi.
ENJ ORm SALE- - .
at C4 East Coal avenue,
for healthaeekeri
Fa
810,
Kansas
and
Chicago, :00 am.
m lloiel. Iniiuin
City
whera aha la fully prepared to ears for than FO Ve N TmS a1:
,
ut Ksaiti CUI IB-- ClUc9, i.ii to,
2)0 West Gold ot hone 907,
as la tBt.VMt, ratm.
. .
.
SALE-Fre-

FdR.

rli'fTcVririrurni;ha3

. fog,

"ri
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Thursday, May 9, 1918.
Wedding Follows
HARTFORD HEADS
Hospital Romance
THERE IS A REASON WHY THE MOST EXPERIENCED

FOUR

MINERS-US-

THE GENUINE.

E

CITIES III BOND
E PURCHASE

Boston Leads Commonwealths
of More Than Half Million
With 165 per Cent, With
Baltimore in Second Place,

THE NUMBER WHICH DREW
THE ELECTRIC IRON MONDAY.

IWr MORN)

Next week the Grand Prize, a $50
Liberty Bond, will be given away.

--

The Excelsior Laundry Co.
177

Coal Avenue

Second and

1

HUNS

Mi

BE

CLEARING
FO

QIC T

UST

fighting continues in fine weather and
under good visibility.
"We iill hold the major part of the
wood and also Kleine Vierstraat. The
technical objective of enemy opera,
tions seem to be an attempt to clear
the way for a thrust toward Scherpen-ber- g
from the northeast, and It may
prove to be the beginning of further
fierce fighting in this region.".

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED
Afti-a
h.

!

.

WINE

heavy
London, May
bombardment on a wide front in
Flanders ,1 lie German infantry this
morning launched an attack south of
Dickebusch Lake, which lies between
Ypres and Keinmcl, sas Ileutcr s correspondent ad British headquarters.
"The attack apparently was only in
divisional strength, but It may develop larger pioportions. The enemy
seems to have penetrated our front
line between the lake and Tlidgewood
and some parties of Germans are reported In the eastern wood itself. The

;

Between LTiO.OOO and 500,000 population:
Washington, P C. 197 per cent;
Los Angeles. l.'.O: Deroit, 148; Milwaukee. i::i: Minneapolis, 125; San
rrancisro. 109; New Orleans, 108.
lietwecn 100,000 and 250,000 population:
'
Birmingham, ISO per cent: Loulri-villISO; Xashville, 152; Omaha, 151
Kansas City, "Mo., 141; fall
Hirer.
Mass., LIS: Lowell, Mass., 137; Providence, It. T.. L!3: Seattle, l:i:i; Portland. Ore., 120; Kiehmond, Va., 125;
St. Paul, 125; Worcester, Mass., 122;
Indianapolis, Ind.. 121: Atlanta, 118;
Xew Haven, 110; ooklnhd. Calif., 104;
Denver, 100: Memphis, 100.
Smaller Cities.
Between 50,000 and 100,000 population:
Hartford, Conn., 251; Portland,
Maine, 212; Waterhtiry. Conn., 17.1;
Jacksonville, Fla., 171: Kansas City,
Kan!;., ICS; St. Joseph, Mo 104: Xew
Bedford. 149; Pes Moines, 145; Oklahoma City, L14; Fvansvill, Ind., ISO;
Tacoma, Wash., 1:10: Manchester, X.
II., 129; Puluth, 125; Molyoke, 120;

PRECIOUS METALS OF
SHOW DECREASE
U.-S-

BY MORNING

MORNING JOUHNAL SPECIAL
May X.

:BY

LEASED

WIRE!

The precious
Washington,
metals reserve of the I'nited States
l,as decreased $1 10,000,010 in the first
nine months of the fiscal year as
shown in a report today by the bureau
of foreign and domestic commerce.
F.xports of gold totalled J1S0.9S!)..
OS'.!, of which Japan took $70,000,000,
Spain $48,000,000 and .Mexico
the remainder going chiefly
to South America. Gold imports were
fj
5
2
9 Purchases of silver have
$
ii.craesed more than 100 per cent, but
still are $19,000,000 less than the
K

,

1

," ."

1

r, rJ

WlREl

.
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CAPS

PRICES
EXPLOSIVES

rr

f

I

WHY BUY INFERIOR

Always guaranteed to be as low as the lowest

-

when you can buy GENUINE DU PONT explosives at the same price or possibly
lower prices?
PROVE THIS, WRITE US TODAY
(WE MAKE QUICK SHIPMENTS)

MKty?

BIG HARDWARE STORE.

ALBUQUERQUE'S
Lord and Lacy Airedale, was nurs
ing in a lied Cross hospital in Lon
don when she met Captain John
lliu r'tintiHUin
MV',i,Wtli M C
Highlanders.' He was recovering from
wounds received at the front. Friend
marriage
ship love courtship
iiiii tut , cni v l m. ni"t

We have the goods and the Lowest of Prices and the quick service.

"

J. KORBER & CO.

208 to 220 North Second.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Mass.,

San Antonio, 117; Springfield,
116; Houston, Texas, 114; Fort Worth,
US; Salt
City, 112; Dallas, 112;
Savannah, 192.
Hetween 25,000 anil 50,000:
111.,
Topeka, Ivans., 202; Quincy,
175; Sioux City, 150; Lincoln, Neb.,
149; Knoxvllle, Tenn., 142; Macon,
fla., 141; Pueblo, ISij: Little Hock,
lPl; Galveston,
125; Chattanooga,
124; Shreveport, 122; Augusta, Ga.,
119; Austin, Texos, llS: Montgomery,
117: Tampa, 115.

Treasury officials

that

said

in

$15 ,762,000

8!

ASKED

BY MORNINO

.

DAMAGE

IS

NEEDS

3URNAL SPECIAL LCASIO WIRS

Washington, May i. Hearings on
SOLD
tliu army appropriation bill were conINDIANS
LIQUOR cluded today by the house military
Provost Marshal General
committee.
Crowder asked for $ .1,762, Oat) for the
TO MORNINd JOURNALl
(SPECIAL CORRESPONDING!
out of the $19,000,000
Santa Fe, May 8. Thode Che Ne draft. He said last
year he expected to
appropriations
in
.a
was
foundi
guilty
Bagae
Navajo,
federal court, today of introducing; turn back into the treasury about $7..
liquor on nn Indian reservation. Juana 000,000 unexpended.
Chairman Dent expects to report the
Hama, an Indian woman, went to
u
bill by the 'middle of next week.
trial on the same charge. C. C.
General Crowder explained that of
was found guilty of the charge
if attempting to intimidate Kosetta
the, $ 5,1100,000 asked. $4,370,000 is
M. Read, a homesteader in Socorro
for allowances to draft board memcounty: Anastario Sereseres was found bers for additional registrations and
guilty on the same charge while Balclassifications, $8,000,000 for clerk
thazar and Gabriel Sereseres were ac- hire and $300,000 for physical examquitted.
inations.
"II is estimated," he said, "that it
ISomls to tie l.lsteil.
be necessary to examine one milwill
New York. May S. The 4
per
men in addition to those already
lion
Thircf
Loan
bonds
of the
rent
Liberty
men who were
will be listed for trading on the stock examined, including
date of the first registra
exchange here on Friday, it was an- minors at the will
tion and who
have to be classified
nounced today.
in class one before June 30, 191H.

SAY

NAVAJO

Mon-loy-

Kills Many Wild Animals.

SUIIS

Santa Fe, May

8.

Thirty-thre-

e

coy-

wild cats and two
mountain lion pelts, the result of thi.5
spring's campaign in the Ortiz mountains, south of Santa Fe, by George
Mitchell, a trapper, were brought to
the court house today to substantiate
claim for bounty.
otes,

MAY BE FOLLOW

CROWDER

Wi

FOR

many

instances the per centage announced
might he less than they should be, as
complete reports have not beer,
from many of the cities.

twenty-fou-

r

( C. Hoot Quits Pnpcr.
Kast Las Vegas, X. M., May 8.
Colhert C. Ttoot, who has been on the
"Xew Mexican" during the past winter
has accepted a position hero as secSV MORNINO JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASEO WIRE
tin the retary of the Commercial club and
May
Tucson, Ariz.,
will assume his duties this week.
ground that he later may become a
witness, George II. Wilcox of Warren,
was excused today from the federal
grand jury Investi.'.'ing the deportation of 1.18(1 copper mine workers
from the Hisbee and Warren copper
mining districts last July.
Wilcox's request to be excused was
e
Judge
presented to Presiding

OP DEPORTATION

N

WANTED

Saw-t(tl-

by W. C.

Fitts, assistant attorney

general of the I'nited States, who is
conducting the investigation; Thomas
K. Flynn, Lnited States attorney, and
Ii. K. Shellon. foreman of the grand
jury.
More than one hundred witnesses
from Bisbee were here today, and a
large number were callod into the
grand jury room for questioning.
Reports were in circulation this
morning that the men who were deported were planning to bring twelve
hundred damage suns against tnose
alleged to have been responsible for
the deportations.

41

Clean
Cotton
Rags
AT ONCE

Journal Office

JsjU

IPX

l " "r

ft

CAA4t

DYNAMITE

imihiii.m

EVERYBODY WANTS TO KNOW HOW TO DANCE
THE TICKLE TOE

r

FUSE AND

It always gives perfect satisfaction and has the greatest efficiency.
We carry complete stock on hand at Albuquerque, N. M., at all times or can
ship direct from Colorado Mills.

t&Si

--

Watch The Morning Journal for the
Number..

Corner

LEASED

JOURNAL SPECIAL

Washington, May S. - Cities which
per
niado the highest subscription
ccntages of their Liberty Loan quotas
ill their respective population classes
were announced today by the treasury
as fullowu
Above ,")O0,000 population, Boston,
lii.'i per cent.
lietwecn 200,000 and ."iuO.OOO population, Washington, 1UT percent.
lietweeu 100.000 and '.Ml Birmingham, 1 S(l per cent.
100,000,
and
Between 50,000
I
per cent.
Hartford, Conn.,
Hetween 2j.oi.io and ."lO.ijoo, Topeka,
Kan's., 202 per cent.
Hartford is the per centago leader
o fcities in all classes.
The 1910 census was taken as the
the cities. In
basis for classifying
some cities final results are not known
and some cities may be added to the
honor lists. There were so many
claimants for first honors among cities of less than 2.'., 000 that the treasury has not been able to determine
which should stand first.
lienor I'lug t itles.
The list of honor flag cities is us
follows:
Above ,"00.000 population:
Boston, Ki'i per cent; Baltimore,
r.
Xew York, 100;
11.'; Chicago.
St. Louis: exact per centages not

Mrs. Cornetto, corner Silver and
Second, held this number and received
her iron.

Phone

NO

POWDER

Mm Wanted for the
Naval Reserve

iTor TART

ti

Follow the Flag; Join the
First Line of Defense

Your
J1

:vOV'

l

:

I

Ton wvcu

Tor
he are interesting variations of that
EVEN'
dance form.
One might even be suspected of
To begin take the ordinary dandisloyalty unless his
steps cing position; to the first measure
included the newest of new dances
take two slow steps, counting two
with i's aeroplane beats to each
the "tickle-toe,- "
step: for the second
and
its
sway
military
measure take four fast steps, one leut
It all began on the Xew York stags to each step.
of the aviation comic
The next measure take up the rockproduction
and spiraled light ing movement, rocking to left end
upera "Going-I'p,- "
into the hearts of
fans, who right, and then repeating the first
demanded that its miltiary myterles movements for four measures.
be translated into social dancing1 form.
Flocking to the left the dancers step
It was so ordered, and here you see forward one step, count four, turn
to the left and step forMiss Kdith Day,, and her partner
who created ward, left and right, step backward
Adolph
Xewberger,
"tickle toe" on the stage, showing left, turn one quarter to the right, ord
bring right foot up to left, oonnt four
just how It is done.
How To I) It.
and rock to the right, which :s the
The tickle toe music is. a fascinlight rock movement, only a dilpltcw
ating fox trot, and most of the steps tjon of the left.

wartime dancing affects
ball-roo-

toe-tap-

t

t

ball-roo-

I

Following

HFE7L,

the rocking

comes

the

toe-lap-

Partners stand facing each other,
off the floor.
Tap right, left, right, left, in time
to the music, clicking the heels together on each even tap of the music
to give the military effect.

on toes, heels

ioing l'p in tlie Air.
The second movement of the tickle
toe is the aeroplane sway.
lnc.liije the body as shown in Illustration at the left and step with left
foot, swaying body In same direction,
right heel raised at side. Draw right
foot up to left, striking the heel. Do
first movement to first two beats, and
second to third and fourth beats of
music. Kepcat the movement to right
side for four beats.
To complete the movement take
Jfour short sters forward, In time lo

music, left, rignt, left, right, well up
on the toes.
)
The last movement of the tickle
tne dance is the heel and toe steps
reminiscent of the old maxixe. It is
the prettiest step of the dance.
The (lancers step forward for four
beats, then the woman's .left foot and
the man's right font are turnert inward, crossing diagonally in front on
count one, nnd the left foot Is turned
outward with left heel in the same
place on count two, The third movement Is a light leap on the left foot
with right raised in front on count
three, and stepping right foot forward
on count four. Finish witn a turn
s
around to the right, wltH four
left, right, left, right, counting
four beats Just as four fast steps were
taken in the movement preceding the
rocking step.
So we see in the
arrangement of tickle toe but four main
movements, the rocking step, the military taps, the aeroplane sway, and
the heel ami toe finale. Each leads
naturally to the next figure and to get
the best effect should be danced in
regular order and then repeated.
Tickle-to- e
may Distanced to any
good fox trot muslo but the best
results and the greatest satisfaction is
steps
found in setting the JiCkU-to- e
to the tickle-to- e
trot
slow-step-
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Hasten Victory
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j

Manv onnortunities and advantages are offered
to good men. See the world. Attractive service;
enlistgood pay. Any information regarding
ment will be cheerfully furnished at
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Navy Recruiting

Station
Room

26,

N. T. Armijo Bldg., Albuquerque.
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